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Abstract
Winter, Amanda P. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2014. Simulating
Self Pressurization in Propellant Tanks Using an Energy of Fluid Approach. Major
Professor: Jeffrey G. Marchetta, Ph.D.
Recent studies focusing on predicting the self pressurization play a significant
role in the design of cryogenic storage systems since tank pressure must be controlled for
long duration space missions. Incident solar radiation heats the fluid in the tank over
time vaporizing the cryogenic liquid. As the liquid vaporizes, the tank pressure increases.
The objective of the current research is to develop a finite volume based Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model of tank pressurization in reduced gravity using an Energy of
Fluid (EOF) approach. The FLUENT pressure-based computational model is
significantly enhanced to include the EOF method, which will solve the energy equation
in terms of internal energy. The enhanced model will numerically predict the
thermodynamic properties in each computational cell. The simulation results will
provide temperature and pressure histories for a given tank geometry and fill. The
objectives of the current study are to complete the model development and validate the
model using existing experimental data for tank pressure.
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Nomenclature
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= area of the computational cell face

α

= thermal diffusivity



= volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
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= distance between neighboring cell center points

e

= specific internal energy
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= latent heat, eg - el
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= internal energy
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= vapor phase fraction
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= vapor phase indicator
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= enthalpy
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= iteration level
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= thermal conductivity
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= liquid phase indicator
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= mass
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= neighbor cell center point
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= pi
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= pressure
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= density
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= temperature
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= heat rate
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= volume
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Dimensions
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I.

Introduction

A. Background and Literature Review
Cryogenic propellant tanks in space are exposed to incident solar radiation, which
heats the liquid in tank over time. As the temperature increases, the liquid vaporizes
causing an increase in system pressure, i.e. self pressurization. Cryogen vaporization
reduces the available amount of valuable liquid propellant. To decrease the rate of self
pressurization for long duration space missions, new, reliable technologies for the
management of cryogenic propellants in low gravity environments are continuously being
sought. The self pressurization in cryogenic propellant tanks has been the focal point of
several past experimental and numerical studies as the need for on-orbit storage and
transfer of propellant from one tank to another tank has been identified.
Multiple methods have been proposed for controlling the pressure in the tank.
These methods to increase the efficiency of cryogenic storage include both passive and
active thermal control. One approach is to insulate the tank. The insulation would
reduce the rate of self-pressurization in the tank, but over time, the pressure in the tank
will still rise. Another approach is to make stronger tanks, but such tanks have an
increase in mass and could be cost exorbitant. Tank venting is a different approach.
However, the costly propellant may be lost to space during the venting process.
Due to the prospect of utilizing tank venting, an adaptation of the idea, has been
proposed called a Thermodynamic Vent System, or TVS [1-3]. This system would take a
small amount of the bulk fluid in the tank and pass it through a Joule-Thompson valve.
After leaving the Joule-Thompson valve, the cold fluid would then pass through a heat
exchanger to continue its evaporation and absorb heat from a separate stream of fluid
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from the tank. After the evaporation process for the first stream of liquid is complete, it
would be vented overboard. This process would result in a pressure and temperature
decrease of the fluid. The TVS solution represented progress toward a more
comprehensive on-orbit experiment program that was eventually terminated by NASA
for budgetary reasons. In order for the venting approach to be practical, the liquid must
also be positively positioned [4] so that the liquid propellant is opposite the vent,
minimizing venting of the liquid portion of the tank contents to space.
An effective way to achieve active mixing in the tank is to establish a jet of liquid
along the tank’s centerline [5, 6]. Some of the benefits of the jet-induced mixing include
a reduction in thermal stratification, a catalyst in the self-pressurization process, faster
on-orbit transfer times, and the possible use of small heat exchangers, such as the TVS.
The jet injects cooler propellant and the subsequent mixing of the cooler propellant in the
tank reduces the temperature of the bulk liquid. If the magnitude of momentum of the jet
is large enough, a geyser at the liquid-vapor interface can form. This jet increases the area
of the free surface helping to promote condensation which would further reduce the
pressure. If the jet’s momentum is high enough, the geyser will strike the opposing end
of the tank. When the jet strikes the opposite end of the tank, it can either form a separate
pool or flow down the tank walls re-mixing with the bulk fluid. There will be a cooling
effect on the wall as the liquid flows down it. A negative aspect to active mixing is an
addition of excessive kinetic energy to the bulk fluid. The kinetic energy will eventually
result in undesirable heat generation through viscous dissipation. A significant stage in
designing an appropriate jet is the optimization of the jet size and intensity with respect to
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tank size and propellant volume. It is necessary to classify the flow and to make
predictions of the flow behavior in order to optimize the system.
An alternative strategy to tank venting to control pressure is a Zero Boil Off
(ZBO) system [7, 8]. This method controls tank pressurization by combining active
cooling and/or forced mixing using cryocoolers, propellers, spray bars and/or axial jets.
To reduce cryogen boil-off, active cooling maintains the cryogen temperature so that
liquid mass is not lost through evaporation. The heat entering the tank is removed by the
cooling system by transferring it elsewhere by means of a cryogen cooler or cryocooler.
Efforts continue to optimize an active cooling system to control tank pressurization
without tank venting [9].
A small number of notable experiments have been conducted to investigate selfpressurization in cryogenic propellant tanks. Aydelott [1, 2] performed the first smallscale drop-tower experiments using axial jets injected into four different tanks partially
filled with Ethanol. Poth and Van Hook [3] experimental investigations suggested a
mixing jet could be used to minimize thermal stratification and reduce tank selfpressurization. Boeing [5-6, 10-11] conducted Tank Pressure Control Experiments
(TPCE) which obtained pressure histories in a tank experiencing jet-induced
condensation, and recorded photographs of the liquid’s position. The first flight
experiments demonstrated jet-induced pressure collapse in a low gravity tank, but they
did not record the velocity and temperature fields in the tank. The second flight
experiments recorded both temperature and pressure profiles. Chato [12] conducted
twenty-two normal gravity experiments of hydrogen resupply utilizing an initial receiver
tank chill down. The results of the non-vented hydrogen fill of an insulated aluminum
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tank with varying degrees of chill down and inlet configurations were reported. The
results verified that successful no-vent fills were achievable for initial tank wall chill
down. Lin et al. [13-15] reported experimental results for the self-pressurization and
thermal stratification of a liquid hydrogen tank subjected to low heat flux in 1-G
conditions. A further investigation was performed to account for jet mixing to control
tank pressure [16].
Numerical models of tank self-pressurization have evolved over past years. The
low gravity liquid hydrogen closed tank experiment onboard the Saturn IB vehicle AS203
flown in 1966 provided measured thermodynamic data which was used to calculate
values of heat flux in the liquid and ullage [17, 18]. These calculated values of heat flux
were utilized to perform numerical calculations of the pressure rise and compared to data
recorded during the 5360 s long experiment. It was concluded that the tank
pressurization predictions were dependant on the ability to model thermal stratification in
the liquid and accurately predict the heat input to the ullage.
Hochstein et al. [19] enhanced the SOLA-ECLIPSE Code with a complete lump
node analysis to predict self-pressurization rates of liquid hydrogen scale model tanks and
compared the predictions to experimental data obtained from Aydelott [20-22]. The
experiment showed that the pressure rise was lower for reduced gravity than normal
gravity conditions and that the location of the heat source was important. The
computational prediction was in good agreement with the experimental data or the
pressurization was over predicted. The computational model also suggested that subcooling significantly affected the pressurization rate. The research was further developed
to include a multi-dimensional model of pressurization and expulsion of slush hydrogen
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in tanks [23, 24]. This new model was used to study the influence of ullage boundary
heat flux rates on the pressurization process. An investigation of both liquid hydrogen
and hydrogen slush was performed to depict the differences between the two. It was
determined that the ullage boundary heat flux rates drastically affected the pressurization.
A model was developed by Fite [25] employing a finite difference approximation
with a lumped parameter approach which successfully predicted the transient response of
two independent thermodynamic properties using liquid hydrogen as the transfer fluid in
a non-vent fill of a storage tank. The results obtained conformed to the experimental data
obtained by Chato [12], but exhibited unexpected oscillations in the pressure history.
A lumped thermodynamically based model of the ullage coupled to the transport
equations in the liquid has been the topic of a number of publications. Panzarella and
Kassemi [26] used the model to compare the results from microgravity, zero-gravity and
ground based studies for several different liquid-vapor configurations and fill levels. The
results showed that natural convection cannot be ignored when predicting the selfpressurization of large cryogenic tanks in reduced gravity. There were discrepancies
reported between the numerical and thermodynamic model for pressurization for each
case. Barsi et al. [27] investigated the effects of the heat power distribution and fill
fraction of a model fluid experiment in normal gravity on pressurization. Discrepancies
between experimental results and the proposed thermodynamic model were documented
and future work was proposed. In 2006, the work was further continued by developing a
model to examine test points in the ZBO Tank test matrix [28]. An axial liquid jet to mix
the liquid, and two strategies to remove energy from the system: a sub-cooled liquid jet
and cold-finger cooling were incorporated and the results were documented.
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The abovementioned research performed by Barsi, Panzarella and Kassemi was
enhanced by employing an active vapor approach [29] to account for the transport
phenomena in the ullage. With the knowledge obtained from previous research it was
considered necessary to numerically compute conservation equations in both the liquid
and vapor region. By using an integral mass balance, the inter-phase mass exchange was
taken into account. The results obtained were compared to previous lump vapor models.
Uniform, vapor and liquid heating configurations were investigated. A conclusion was
drawn that the active vapor approach predicted the pressurization process with more
reliability. Future work was proposed to compare the numerical results obtained by the
new model to experimental results.
Hochstein et al. [4, 30] enhanced a computational model that simulated jetinduced mixing in reduced gravity. Simulation results were compared to the available
experimental data presented by Aydelott [1, 2]. The challenge has always been to
determine whether the simulation yields acceptable predictions as compared to the
experiment data. Aydelott performed each case in his experiment test matrix only once
and he did not quantify uncertainty. The simulation used a Jones and Launder [31] k-
model with the Pope round jet correction [32] to model two-dimensional axisymmetric
turbulence jet flows. The results of these simulations showed reasonable agreement with
the bulk mixing times, but did not show good agreement for Aydelott’s dimensionless
geyser heights. Thornton et al. [33-35] improved Aydelott’s original correlation by reevaluating the dimensionless parameters describing the geyser’s height. More recently, a
fully three-dimensional simulation of cases within the Aydelott experiment test matrix
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was undertaken using ANSYS Fluent by Marchetta et al. [36]. They were able to predict
all four of the flow regimes identified by Aydelott.

B. Energy of Fluid Method
Simulation of the tank self-pressurization process in low gravity requires accurate
models of two-phase fluid flow, heat transfer, capillary effects, and phase change. One
major difference between the current study and previous studies is that the Volume of
Fluid (VOF) approach is not required since the phases, and subsequently the interface,
are defined by the internal energy in the computational cells. In previous modeling
efforts, a lumped thermodynamically based model of the ullage is coupled to the transport
equations in the liquid and a cell by cell mass balance along the interface is employed to
account for the bulk evaporation process [37]. Lumps are treated as homogeneous
regions and Biot Numbers are assumed to be less than 0.1 in the low gravity environment
suggestive of the heat conducted within the lump is much greater than the heat
convection away from the lump. Complicated geometries with differential heating
sources are difficult to simulate using lump nodes. Field variables, such as velocity,
cannot be assessed using lump node models and convection coefficients have to be
assumed. This has proven to be a disadvantage when modeling the liquid-vapor
interface.
The Energy of Fluid (EOF) method developed by Anghaie and Ding [38-40] can
be directly applied to all heat transfer phase change problems including problems for
which the value of latent heat is significantly larger than the sensible internal energy in
the computational cell. The EOF method is similar in concept to the well-established
enthalpy formulation used in finite volume simulations of bulk evaporation and
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condensation processes. When compared by Anghaie, each method produced the same
results and the computation times were similar; however, a major disadvantage to the
enthalpy formulation is a transient pressure term which adds more complexity to the
problem. The EOF method can be developed to include all relevant phase change
parameters such as the latent heat, surface tension, shear stress and gravity. The total
internal energy is a discontinuous function of temperature for a pure substance
undergoing evaporation or condensation. This discontinuity presents a challenge in
maintaining solution stability when utilizing the transport equations in both the liquid and
vapor regions. With a temperature based update method, the discontinuity is replaced
with a phase change window. The phase change window must be predetermined to
accurately model the system. Numerical difficulties normally associated with the steep
gradients across the liquid-vapor interfacial boundary are resolved with the EOF iterative
scheme as the temperature is continuous across the interface. By using the EOF method,
the discontinuity with phase change is smeared by the value of the latent heat at the
interface eliminating the need for a phase change window. Since the value of the latent
heat is determined by the saturation temperature of the system, the vapor phase fraction
solution is sensitive to any change in temperature.

C. Computational Software
For complex geometries, ANSYS Fluent [41] is used to model the fluid flow and
heat transfer problems presented herein. A tutorial to set up the FLUENT directory
structure and library is provided in Appendix A. Along with its many features, FLUENT
can model transient, three dimensional, incompressible flows and is enhanced for
modeling EOF. FLUENT uses a control volume based technique and upwind
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differencing to define the governing equations in terms of algebraic equations that can be
solved numerically. FLUENT uses a co-located scheme; whereby pressure, velocity, and
temperature are all stored at cell centers. The Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of
Operators (PISO) pressure-velocity coupling scheme is used to obtain a semi-implicit
pressure correction equation. The pressure-correction equation is subsequently solved
using the algebraic multigrid (AMG) method. Temporal discretization is accomplished
using implicit time integration, which is unconditionally stable with respect to time step
size. Solutions are subsequently iterated at each time level until the convergence criteria
are met. The pressure based solver in FLUENT can be used to solve for mass and
momentum for future cases where convection is considered.
A User-Defined Function (UDF) is established and utilized in FLUENT to solve
the energy equation in terms of internal energy. User Defined Memory (UDM) variables
are used to manage dynamic memory allocation for arrays needed to execute the UDF
within FLUENT to handle larger meshes circumventing memory leaks. To solve the
discretized energy equation, the energy equation is written in linear form Ax = b designed
for a Linear System IMSL Numerical C Math Library to be employed [42]. The
temperature solution is obtained by calling the routine within the library which can
handle sparse matrices of a linear form. Known solutions are tested by means of both the
LU Decomposition factor and solve method and the Restarted Generalized Minimum
Residual (GMRES) iterative method. Both methods generate accurate solutions; the LU
Decomposition method is used to conserve compute memory and minimize computation
time.
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Gridgen [43] is used to generate the two-dimensional and three-dimensional
geometries presented herein. The mesh is created, the boundary and volume conditions
are specified, and the case file is exported to use in the FLUENT analysis. A tutorial for
the AS203 tank is provided in Appendix B.
Simulations are processed in serial on a thin diskless node featuring an AMD
Dual Opteron™ 6274 16 Core Processor. The nodes are located at the High Performance
Computing Center (HPC) in the FedEx Institute of Technology at The University of
Memphis. A tutorial to implement and process the FLUENT UDF is provided in
Appendix C.

D. Current Research
The objective of current research is to develop a finite volume based
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model of tank pressurization using an EOF
approach. For the cases presented where natural convection heat transfer is less
significant, e.g. bulk evaporation and condensation in a reduced gravity field, the energy
equation is reduced to a simplified form and property relationships are utilized to solve
for internal energy. The model will numerically predict thermodynamic properties in
each computational cell. Transient properties are required to determine whether the point
of interest is in the liquid phase, saturated phase, or vapor phase. Evaporation and
condensation is determined by comparing the internal energy in each computational cell
to the internal energy at saturation. Code verification and validation is performed to
assess the fidelity of the enhanced model.
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II.

Mathematical Formulation and Computational Discretization

A. Governing Equation
The first law of thermodynamics for a closed system is expressed as

Q  dE  W

(1)

where the internal energy term can be expressed in terms of enthalpy by
dE  dH  PdV  VdP .

(2)

For the phase change process under investigation, the system is a rigid, enclosed
container with constant volume which results in no mechanical work [38, 39]. Therefore
for a system with no external work the first law reduces to

δQ  dE  dH  VdP

(3)

Equation 3 illustrates that the heat exchange is equal to the change in internal energy but
not equal to the change in enthalpy. As previously stated, using the enthalpy formulation
of the energy equation introduces a transient pressure term which makes the problem
more complex. Consequently, for problems where convection is neglected the energy
equation reduces to a simplified form. Neglecting viscous heating, the unsteady energy
equation with pure conduction and incompressible flow is expressed by Anghaie and
Ding as



de
   kT 
dt

(4)
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where the released or absorbed latent heat associated with the phase change is equal to
the change of internal energy.

B. Dimensionless Parameters
The Rayleigh number (Ra) is a dimensionless parameter used to measure the ratio
between the rate of heat transfer by convection to the rate of heat transfer by conduction.
The Ra is defined as the product of the dimensionless Grashof number (Gr) and the
Prandtl number (Pr):

Ra  Gr Pr .

(5)

The Grashof number, defined as

Gr 

GTL3

(6)

2

approximates the ratio of the buoyancy force to the viscous force acting on a fluid. The
Prandtl number, defined as

Pr 




(7)

is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to thermal diffusivity. The material properties are
determined at the film temperature

Tf 

T  T
2

.

(8)

Convection becomes significant for Ra values greater than 2000.
12

C. Discretized Energy Equation
Anghaie and Ding [38, 39] express the specific internal energy for the liquid,
vapor, and mixed phases at the current iteration j in the form of a summation of the
sensible heat and latent heat



e j  C v ,l T j  f

j 1

T

j
sat

T

j

  f

j 1

e  Cv, g f

j 1

T

j



 Tsatj .

(9)

where l represents the liquid phase and g represents the vapor phase. The vapor phase
fraction f is equal to 0 for the liquid phase, 1 for the vapor phase, and a fractional value
for the mixed phase and is defined as

f 

e  el
eg  el

(10)

where the variables el and eg represent the internal energy of the saturated liquid and
saturated vapor, respectively. Substituting Eq. 9 into the simplified form of the energy
equation gives

i


Cv,iT     kiT   ie f
t
t

(11)

where the subscript i = g when f = 1, and i = l when 0 ≤ f < 1.
A discretized energy equation in Cartesian coordinates is presented by Patankar
[44] for each computational cell yielding
a p T p   a nbTnb  b

(12)
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where the subscript p represents the cell point of the control volume to be solved and nb
represents a neighboring cell point. The internal energy (divided by t) contained in the
control volume at time t is

b  a 0p T p0  S

(13)

where ap0 and Tp0 are stored values for the cell point at the current time and S represents a
linear source term. To incorporate the vapor phase fraction into the discretized energy
equation, Anghaie and Ding define a linear source term using vapor phase fraction values
determined from the previous time step (n-1) and previous iteration (j-1) as

S  e



V n 1
f p  f pj 1
t



(14)

which results in the discretized energy equation given as

a p T pj   a nbTnbj  a 0p T p0  e

V n 1
f p  f pj 1 .
t





(15)

The coefficients are defined as
a p   anb  a 0p

a 0p 

a nb 

(16)

C pVcell

(17)

t

kAface
s

(18)
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where anb represents the conductance between the control volume to be solved and the
corresponding neighboring cell.
The thermal conductivity (k) is a cell face-centered property and its value is the
harmonic mean between the thermal conductivity of the cell point and that of the
neighboring cell point defined as

k

2k p k nb 

(19)

k p  k nb

The above relations also apply to the case when the cell point is adjacent to a neighboring
boundary of known temperature or heat flux given as

q

k Tnb  T p 

(20)

s

D. Implementation of the EOF Method
The system is initialized with values for the bulk pressure (Pa), temperature (K),
and vapor phase fraction. The boundary conditions of known heat flux (W/m2) or
temperature (K) are set. Since the source term is a function of the previous iteration and
time values of the vapor phase fraction, a value for temperature for each cell can be
obtained. As previously mentioned, the temperature is solved at the current iteration by
employing an IMSL Numerical C Math Library [42]. The routine
imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate is called within the FLUENT UDF iterative loop to solve
the energy equation written as a sparse linear system Ax = b. To pass only nonzero values
to the function, the matrix A is initialized in sparse coordinate form by
Imsl_d_sparse_elem A[nz], where nz is the number of nonzero elements.
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Once the individual cell temperature is returned, the bulk pressure is updated by
two intrinsic properties, bulk temperature and density. The bulk temperature is calculated
using a volume weighted average of the cell temperatures in the vapor region calculated
as

 TVf 

 Vf 
j 1

Tbulk

cell

j 1

.

(21)

cell

The total mass of the system is calculated at initialization by

mtotal  mg  ml

(22)

where the mass of the liquid is assumed to be a function of temperature only. By first
calculating the total mass of the liquid at the current iteration, the bulk vapor density is
calculated as

 bulk 

 m 
 Vf 

g cell
j 1
cell

(23)

The loss of mass is monitored during the simulation. The amount of mass lost due to
numerical round-off error is insignificant and therefore neglected. By employing this
method to determine the system bulk pressure, any change in vapor content will rapidly
increase or decrease the rate at which the pressure will rise.
The isobaric curve of a thermodynamic process on a phase diagram shows that for
the phase change process, the calculated bulk pressure is the saturation pressure which
allows for the determination of the saturation temperature and consequently, the latent
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heat. The vapor phase fraction is updated by comparing the values of internal energy (as
a function of temperature and pressure) to the values at saturation. At the end of the
iteration to update the vapor phase fraction, the material properties are updated based on
current values of temperature, pressure and phase fraction. The density and thermal
conductivity is a function of vapor phase fraction defined as [45]



l  g
 l f   g 1  f 

(24)

k


kl k g
1
 k g f  kl 1  f 

2  kl f  k g 1  f 


(25)

The value of the updated phase fraction f j is compared to the value of the vapor
phase fraction at the previous iteration f j-1 by a specified value of the tolerance. The
residual is calculated by

residual 

fjf
f

j 1

(26)

j 1

The value of the tolerance is chosen based on an investigation of the sensitivity of the
pressure solution to the solution of the vapor phase fraction. If the residual > tolerance,
the iterative loop to determine the cell values of vapor phase fraction continues. Before
the updated value of the vapor phase fraction is utilized in the next iteration, it may be
necessary to employ an under-relaxation parameter on the value of the vapor phase
fraction f j. For problems where there is a divergence in the iterative solution, a
relaxation parameter  is used to reduce the change in the vapor phase fraction
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f j  f j  1    f

j 1

(27)

Once the iterative update converges on a solution for the vapor phase fraction by a
specified tolerance, the iterative loop ends and the solution values are stored for the
current time step.
A complete list of the variables is found in the Nomenclature section.
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III.

Code Verification

A. Specified Temperature at the Boundary
For constant material properties, the governing differential equation to model the
one-direction flow of heat for a plane wall is defined as

k

 2T
T
 C p
2
t
y

(28)

For the transient heat flow problem, Myers [46] presents an analytical solution for
temperature for a region 0 < y < L as


1 
y 2
y
t 

T  y, t   T0  T0  TL   T0  TL   sin z  exp   z 2  2 2  .
L 
L 

 L
z 1  z

(29)

The imposed boundary conditions are

T  y  0, t   T0

(30)

T  y  L, t   TL

(31)

and the initial condition is
T  y, t  0  TL .

(32)

The first test case to verify the Energy of Fluid model is the plane wall heat
transfer problem with specified temperatures at the wall boundaries. A 0.1 m by 0.1 m
two-dimensional mesh is generated using Gridgen. Appendix D details the EOF.c source
code for the specified temperature problem.
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The initial temperature of the fluid is TL = 300 K. The boundary condition at y = 0
is T0 = 325 K. The pressure is initialized at 101.325 kPa and held constant. The
boundaries in the direction perpendicular to the y-axis are adiabatic allowing for onedimensional heat flow. Material properties used are of water at 101.325 kPa and 300 K
as listed in Table 1. The saturation temperature of water at 101.325 kPa is Tsat = 373.15 K
and the latent heat of vaporization is e = 2086.689 kJ/kg; no phase change takes place.
The flow time of interest is 600 s.

Table 1 Material properties of water at 101.325 kPa and 300 K
k (W/m∙ K)

 (kg/m3)

α (m2/s)

Cp (J/kg∙ K)

Cv (J/kg∙ K)

0.6102

996.5298

1.4646E-7

4180.8

4130.0

Fig. 1 shows a 100 x 100 uniform (s = 0.001 m) computational mesh and the
respective boundary conditions. Since the heat flow is one-dimensional, a square plane
mesh is not necessary. A mesh convergence and time dependence study were conducted.
The Fourier Numerical Analysis stability requirement

t 1

s 2 2

(33)

is checked to test the stability of each computation. For  = 1.4646E-7 m2/s, t = 1 s and
s = 0.001 m, the value of the left hand side is equal to 0.1465 which shows numerical
stability of the computation. A comparison between the analytic solution and the
simulated prediction of temperature T as a function of distance y is shown in Fig. 2.
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From a visual inspection of Fig. 2, the analytic solution and the simulation prediction are
in excellent agreement. The error or residual between the analytic solution and the
simulated prediction of temperature as a function of distance y is calculated in order to
quantify the variability associated with the data. The residuals are used to calculate a
correlation coefficient, rc:

rc 

St  S r
St

(34)

where St is the total sum of the squares of the deviation around the mean for the simulated
predicted data and Sr is the sum of the squares of the residuals between the analytic
solution and the simulated prediction of temperature T as a function of distance y. The
correlation coefficient between the analytic solution and the simulation prediction for the
10,000 cell mesh is calculated as 0.99 . For perfect agreement, the value of the
correlation coefficient would be equal to 1, and therefore it is concluded that the results
are in excellent agreement.
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TL = 300 K

Adiabatic wall

Adiabatic wall

T0 = 325 K
Fig. 1 A 10,000 cell uniform mesh (s = 0.001) and
corresponding boundary conditions for the specified
temperature problem.
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Simulation for 10,000 cell mesh, 1 s time step
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Fig. 2 Temperature as a function of distance after an elapsed time of
600 s as compared to the specified temperature analytic solution
presented by Myers.
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B. Specified Heat Flux at the Boundary
Carslaw [47, p. 112] presents an analytic solution for a specified heat flux at the
surface of a slab with no loss of heat. For a region 0 < y < L the temperature at a distance
y at time t is calculated as

2qt 
k

1/ 2

T  Ti 





 ierfc
z 0



2 z  1L  y   ierfc 2 z  1L  y 

1/ 2
1/ 2
2t 
2t 


(35)

where for an argument x

ierfc x  

1



e  x  xierfc x .
2

(36)

The imposed boundary conditions are
q y  0, t   0

(37)

q y  L, t   qconstant

(38)

and the initial condition is

T  y, t  0  Ti .

(39)

The second test case to verify the Energy of Fluid model is the heat transfer
problem with a specified flux at the surface of a slab. A 0.1 m by 0.1 m two-dimensional
mesh is generated using Gridgen. Appendix E details the EOF.c source code for the
specified heat flux problem.
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The initial temperature of the fluid is Ti = 300 K. The boundary condition at y = L
is q = 200 W/m2. The pressure is initialized at 101.325 kPa and held constant. The
boundaries in the direction perpendicular to the y-axis are adiabatic allowing for onedimensional heat flow. Material properties used are of water at 101.325 kPa and 300 K
as listed in Table 1. The saturation temperature of water at 101.325 kPa is Tsat = 373.15 K
and the latent heat of vaporization is e = 2086.689 kJ/kg; no phase change takes place.
The flow time of interest is 600 s.
Fig. 3 shows a 100 x 100 uniform (s = 0.001 m) computational mesh and the
respective boundary conditions. Since the heat flow is one-dimensional, a square plane
mesh is not necessary. Mesh convergence and time dependence studies were conducted.
The Fourier Numerical Analysis stability requirement is again checked to test the stability
of the computation. A comparison between the analytic solution and the simulated
prediction of temperature T as a function of distance y is shown in Fig. 4. From a visual
inspection of Fig. 4, the analytic solution and the simulation prediction are in excellent
agreement. The correlation coefficient between the analytic solution and the simulation
prediction for the 10,000 cell mesh is calculated as 0.99 , and therefore it is concluded
that the results are in excellent agreement.
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q = 200 W/m2

Adiabatic wall

Adiabatic wall

Adiabatic wall
Fig. 3 A 10,000 cell uniform mesh (s = 0.001) and
corresponding boundary conditions for the specified
heat flux problem.
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Temperature (K)
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Fig. 4 Temperature as a function of distance after an elapsed time of
600 s as compared to the specified heat flux analytic solution presented
by Carslaw.
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C. Pure Conduction with Phase Change
Energy transfer due to bulk motion (advection) does not occur in a solid and
consequently the convection heat transfer process does not occur in solids. For the
melting and solidification problem, the phase change process occurs as a result of
conduction heat transfer. Carslaw [47, p. 286] presents an analytic solution for
solidification in one-dimension for a region y > 0 initially a liquid at Ti, and a surface at
y = 0 maintained at T0 for t > 0. The phase front Y at time t is calculated as

Y  2 t 

1/ 2

(40)

where the value of the root = 0.079 is given in a table of data presented by Carslaw for
T0 - Ti = 2.
To verify the ability of the EOF UDF to model pure conduction with phase
change, the simulation solution of the solidification phase front is compared to the
analytic solution given by Carslaw. A 0.0025 m by 0.1 m two-dimensional mesh is
generated using Gridgen. Appendix F details the EOF.c source code for the change of
state problem.
For the region 0 < y < L, where L = 0.1 m, the initial condition for temperature is
Ti = 275.15 K. The imposed boundary conditions are

T  y  0, t   T0

(41)

T  y  L, t   Ti

(42)

where T0 = 273.15 K (0 °C). The boundaries in the direction perpendicular to the y-axis
are adiabatic allowing for one-dimensional heat flow. The pressure is initialized at
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101.325 kPa and held constant. Material properties used are of water at 101.325 kPa as
listed in Table 2. At the melting point of water T = Ti , the latent heat of fusion is

e = 334.944 kJ/kg. The flow time of interest is 600 s.
Compute time and memory are increased for phase change problems due to the
iterative steps required to converge on a solution for the vapor phase fraction. To
decrease the amount of compute time and memory, a rectangular plane mesh is generated
to simulate the one-dimensional heat flow problem. Fig. 5 shows a 5 x 200 uniform
(s = 5E-4 m) computational mesh and the respective boundary conditions. A mesh
convergence and time dependence study are conducted. The Fourier Numerical Analysis
stability requirement is again checked to test the stability of the computation. The value
of the updated phase fraction f j is compared to the value of the phase fraction at the
previous iteration f j-1 by a tolerance equal to 1E-8.
The value of the phase fraction f is stored at the cell center. The actual location of
the phase front is extrapolated by knowing the simulation values of the coordinate y and
the vapor phase fraction f both stored at the cell center. For the case of a uniform mesh,
the phase front location for any value of x for one dimensional heat transfer can be
determined by

1
Y  ycell  s  1  f s
2

(43)

where ycell is the cell centered y coordinate, s is the cell size in the y direction, f = 1 for
liquid and f = 0 for solid. A comparison between the analytic solution and the simulated
prediction of the phase front Y as a function of time t is shown in Fig. 6.
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The time dependence study showed no significant influence on the simulation as a
function of time. However, as displayed in Fig. 6, the simulation results are dependent
on the cell size of the computational mesh. A more dense mesh permits for more
resolution at the interface. To assess the results, the correlation coefficient between the
analytic solution and the simulation predictions of the phase front are calculated. For the
5 by 200 cell mesh (1000 cells) the correlation coefficient is rc = 0.941. For the 10 by
400 cell mesh (4000 cells) the correlation coefficient is rc = 0.981. For the 20 by 800 cell
mesh (16,000 cells) the correlation coefficient is rc = 0.993. As the mesh density
decreases the sum of the squared residuals between the predicted values of phase front for
each change in mesh density decreases indicating mesh convergence. The simulation
results indicate excellent agreement with the analytic solution.

Table 2 Material properties of water at 101.325 kPa
Liquid at 275.15 K
k (W/m∙ K)

 (kg/m )
3

α (m2/s)

Solid at 273.15 K
k (W/m∙ K)

0.6029
1000.0

 (kg/m )
3

α (m2/s)

1.4400E-7

2.2190
920.0
1.1476E-6

Cp (J/kg∙ K)

4186.8

Cp (J/kg∙ K)

2101.77

Cv (J/kg∙ K)

4186.8

Cv (J/kg∙ K)

2101.77
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Adiabatic wall

Adiabatic wall

Ti = 275.15 K

T0 = 273.15 K
Fig. 5 A 1000 cell uniform mesh (s = 5E-4 m) and
corresponding boundary conditions for the phase
change problem.
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Fig. 6 Phase front as a function of time as compared to the analytic solution
presented by Carslaw.
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IV.

Code Validation

A. Presented Pressure Data
Reduced gravity pressurization data for a non-vent tank without active mixing is
limited. Aydelott studied the effect of gravity on the self-pressurization of a spherical
liquid hydrogen tank [20]. In the absence of gravity, there are no buoyancy forces and
natural convection does not occur. The phase change process is driven by conduction
and the latent heat associated at the interface. The liquid wetted wall area is increased as
well as boiling is enhanced with lower gravity applications. Aydelott finds given the
value of the Rayleigh number, the primary mode of heat transfer in the liquid in his
experiment is turbulent convection. Whereas, the heat transfer process in the vapor is
primarily through conduction and diffusion [21]. When all of the incoming heat is
absorbed by the vapor, the liquid is heated a very slight amount, minimizing the effects of
convection and nucleate boiling.
The thermodynamic properties for hydrogen, specifically the thermal
conductivity, allow for the presence of the sub-cooled liquid and superheated vapor in the
same container. For a heat configuration where the applied heat flux is on the boundary
adjacent to the vapor region, the vapor becomes superheated while the liquid is heated
only a small amount. The heat rate greatly influences the temperature and energy
distribution in the vapor. Given the values of thermal conductivity for hydrogen, the
ability of heat to be conducted away from the boundary is low. This is more so for the
saturated vapor; the value of the thermal conductivity can be as much as an order of
magnitude less than that of the saturated liquid. Furthermore, the liquid may become
sub-cooled as the temperatures in the liquid region increase at a slower rate than those in
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the vapor region, particularly in the vapor region closest to the boundary where the heat
flux is imposed.
Understanding the effect the heat added to the system has on the total internal
energy of the system, and consequently the temperature distribution, allows for an
enhanced prediction of total system pressure. Two theoretical pressure rise models
presented by Aydelott for a non-venting hydrogen tank provide an explanation of how
energy is distributed within the tank: the homogeneous model and the surface evaporation
model [21]. To validate the EOF model, pressure rise predictions are compared to
experimental pressure results. Since conduction is the only mode of heat transfer
modeled in the simulation, the comparison of pressure histories makes it possible to
examine the effect convection has on the temperature gradients in the hydrogen tank and
consequently the pressure rise.

B. Hydrogen Thermodynamic Property Data
The developing stages of the EOF UDF utilized tables of thermodynamic property
data for hydrogen written in Fortran 77 code developed by Reynolds [48] along with
values of specific heat reported by Fite [25]. The EOF model predictions using the
internal energy equation developed by Anghaie (Eq. 9) were not reasonable in some cases
or the iterative scheme simply did not converge on a solution. After further assessment,
it was concluded that the property data was not consistent between the sources.
The current source code for the EOF model (Appendix G and Appendix H)
utilizes thermodynamic properties for hydrogen from tables of data provided by NIST1
and are included in the source file Property.c (Appendix I). A quadratic interpolation was
1

http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/fluid/
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used to compute the thermodynamic property as a function of known state variables
passed to the function of interest within Property.c and returned to the EOF.c source file
to be used at the current iteration. All properties at the current iteration were computed
from the tables of data with the exception of the internal energy for a saturated mixture.
There was insufficient intrinsic property data to determine the internal energy for a phase
fraction 0 < f < 1 at the current iteration. At saturation T = Tsat, Eq. 9 reduces to

e pj  Cv,lT j  f

j 1

e

(44)

where the specific heat at constant volume for a saturated liquid is

Cv ,l 

el
.
Tsatj

(45)

Applying Eq. 45 to Eq. 44, the value of the internal energy for the values of vapor phase
fraction 0 < f < 1 is determined at the current iteration.

C. Reduced Gravity Test Case – AS203 Closed Tank Experiment
To validate the EOF model, simulation results are compared to the pressure
history recorded during the reduced gravity AS203 closed hydrogen tank experiment and
predicted values of the pressure history determined from analysis of the variable heat rate
on the liquid and ullage [17, 18]. From the flight data, the vehicle acceleration varies
from 3.27E-4 G at the beginning of the closed tank experiment to 7.3E-5 G when a signal
loss occurred. The Saturn IVB liquid hydrogen tank was 6.7 m in diameter and 13.42 m
long. Forty wall temperature sensors were placed along the common bulkhead,
cylindrical side wall, forward dome and aft dome. The liquid and gas temperatures were
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measured by instrumentation extended into the tank. The liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank
was positioned above the liquid oxygen (LO2) tank, separated by a common bulkhead.
The LO2 tank ullage thrusters provided a positive acceleration maintaining settled LH2 in
the hydrogen tank aft similar to the liquid-vapor interface experienced in a normal gravity
experiment. The initial liquid-vapor interface was positioned 6.5 m from the top of the
forward dome. A schematic with station locations in inches for the Saturn IVB is
supplied by Ward [17]. As points of reference, the top station (LH2 forward dome) is at
17.39 m (684.6 in) and the bottom station (LO2 aft dome) is located at 3.97 m (156.247
in).
The effort to adequately predict the heat rate has yielded different but somewhat
favorable results as compared to the pressure history. The first investigation evaluated
heating rates both by changes in fluid properties and by measured wall temperature
differences and a specified thermal conductivity [17]. To determine liquid and ullage
heating, Bradshaw [18] utilized measured experiment data to perform an energy balance
on the fuel tank to calculate heating rates to the liquid and ullage using the
thermodynamic multi-node numerical program REPORTER [49]. For the ullage, the
tank energy balance was completed using three different values of absorptivity for the
forward dome: 0.05, 0.20, 0.55. The heating rates were compared to the values reported
by Ward et al [17]. Bradshaw’s predictions were more favorable to the wall temperature
difference method reported by Ward et al. Bradshaw concluded from an analysis of the
pressure rise that the ullage heating for the closed tank experiment should be
approximately 51,700 kJ, consequently the absorptivity of 0.20 was recommended.
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Previous efforts have been made to simulate the pressure history using the data
obtained from the AS203 closed tank experiment and the calculated heat rates. Ward et
al. devised a thermodynamic model to predict the pressure rise using the initial conditions
and their experimentally derived heating rates. Homogeneous conditions were employed
in both the ullage and the liquid. Mass transfer was permitted across the liquid-vapor
interface, but not heat transfer. Two simplified cases were compared to the
experimentally observed pressure rise rate of 32.6 Pa/s. The liquid heating only case
predicted a pressure rise rate of 6.1 Pa/s while the liquid plus ullage heating case
predicted a pressure rise rate of 27.7 Pa/s. Ward concluded a thermodynamic model that
was capable of assessing stratification as well as ullage heating was needed to predict
accurate pressure histories.
Bradshaw used two programs to study the pressure rise during the closed tank
experiment. Program REPORTER which was used to determine the liquid and ullage
heating was also used to predict a pressure history. Program P3542 [50, 51] is a multinode numerical model which uses FORTRAN to perform the numerical integration on
the finite difference equations of state to calculate pressure. Two cases were completed
with P3542. A comparison was made to match the predicted heat rate which leaves the
inner tank wall to the heat rate achieved in each of the two cases completed with P3542.
Bradshaw concluded that Case 1 with 52,921 kJ input satisfied the desired heat input to
the ullage. Both REPORTER and P3542 are concluded to be insufficient when it came to
relating the effects of liquid stratification on the heat transfer process.
Grayson et al. [52] used a modified version of FLOW-3D software to model the
liquid hydrogen tank and simulate the pressure, temperature and velocity in the AS203
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closed tank experiment. Separate heating rates for the dry sidewall, wet sidewall,
forward dome, aft dome, and common bulkhead predicted in the 1967 report by Ward et
al. were used in the model. Simulated values for pressure rise were compared to the
closed tank experiment data and the predicted data presented by Ward. The average
pressure rate predicted by the simulation was 33.7 Pa/s compared to the 32.6 Pa/s
reported experiment value.
More recently, Corpening [53] used the multi-node Computational Propellant
Pressurization Program-One dimension (CPPPO) thermodynamic model to compare
results predicted by his simulation to several design configurations including that of the
AS203 closed tank experiment. The CPPPO simulation used liquid and ullage heat rate
values reported by both Bradshaw and Ward. It was concluded that by using the heat
rates calculated by Bradshaw, Corpening’s simulation better predicted the pressure
history data measured during the experiment.
The heat rates predicted by Bradshaw are used to predict the pressure history of
the AS203 closed tank experiment using the EOF model. The CurveExpert [54]
computer program was used to determine a best fit to the heat rate data reported by
Bradshaw. To adequately fit the data, the program generated a fifth order polynomial
regression to determine the heat rate as a function of time. For the ullage with an
absorptivity of 0.20 for the forward dome, the heat rate applied at the ullage boundary in
Watts is defined as

 

 

 

Q  2.855943 E  14 t 5  2.769605 E  9 t 4  1.071679 E  4 t 3

 

 2.069391 t 2  1.995433 E 4t   7.693296 E7

where the correlation coefficient is rc = 0.998.
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(46)

The heat rate applied at the liquid boundary in Watts is defined as

 

 

 

Q  5.603975 E  14 t 5  5.412240 E  9 t 4  2.086122 E  4 t 3

 

 4.013386 t 2  3.855905 E4t   1.481028 E8

(47)

where the correlation coefficient is rc = 0.988. Fig. 7 shows the heat rate (Q) in unit of
Watts as a function of flight time for the liquid, ullage, and total system. The data for the
liquid and ullage is represented by both the reported value of heat input and the curve fit
function.
At the recorded flight time of 17,138 s, the beginning of the closed tank
experiment, the LH2 tank was pressurized at 0.085 MPa and contained approximately
7257 kg of LH2. The uniform temperature in the liquid T= 19.66 K corresponds to the
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Fig. 7 Heat rate predicted by Bradshaw and utilized in the Energy of
Fluid simulation of pressure history.
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saturated pressure at initialization. The ullage is reported to be superheated by as much
as 2.8 K, which is assumed to be at the top of the forward dome.
The discretized energy equation utilized in the Energy of Fluid UDF is in
Cartesian coordinates. To take into account the heat flow in the r direction, a threedimensional section of the AS203 tank is generated using Gridgen (Appendix B). The
requirement of a three-dimensional section instead of a two-dimensional plane section of
the tank increases computation time and memory attributed to the increased number of
cells used in the iterative calculations of the temperature and vapor phase fraction
solution. As the plane section is rotated about the line of symmetry to create a threedimensional volume, the cell count increases with increasing angles of rotation. A study
was conducted to determine if different angles by which the axis is rotated changed the
results of the simulation. A difference was not observed; a 15 degree angle of rotation
was chosen to conserve compute time and memory.
A heat flux (q) in units of W/m2 was calculated for each boundary from the time
dependant heat rate and the surface area for the entire tank. Since by definition the heat
flux is heat rate per unit area, the calculated time dependant heat flux condition could be
applied to the section of the tank as shown in Fig. 8 without additional calculations to
proportion the reported heat rate to the section of the tank. An adiabatic boundary
condition is applied along the line of symmetry. An adiabatic condition is also imposed
on the section of the tank adjacent to the liquid-vapor interface as to not flash vaporize
the saturated cells. Early simulations predicted the superheating of liquid cells in the
corner located where the common bulkhead meets the aft of the hydrogen tank. To
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qullage

qliquid

Fig. 8 Schematic of a section of the AS203
tank and the imposed boundary conditions.

circumvent this, the adiabatic condition was applied on the wall boundaries adjacent to
the corner.
As time increased, liquid cells along the boundary began to superheat. Without
convection heat transfer, the transport of heat out of the cell by conduction to the
surrounding fluid cells is slower than the rate of heat imposed on the cell at the boundary,
causing the volume to quickly vaporize. Once vaporized, the cell assumes a value of
thermal conductivity of the vapor, approximately an order of magnitude lower than the
liquid thermal conductivity. If the model included boiling, the superheated vapor in the
bulk liquid would rise to the free surface. To compensate for the absence of nucleate
boiling, if a liquid cell adjacent to the boundary has a phase fraction f > 0, the value of
the cell’s thermal conductivity is specified to the value of thermal conductivity of a liquid
at the saturation temperature for the system. The iterative solution is obtained with a
tolerance of 1E-6 on the updated vapor phase fraction values as well as employing a
relaxation parameter  = 0.5 to stabilize the convergence. The Fourier Numerical
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Analysis stability requirement is checked to test the stability of the computation. The
system is allowed to pressurize for the total closed tank experiment time of 5360 s.
The serial processing of the simulation places constraints on the compute time and
memory. Due to the computational time and memory constraints, the average s and t
were not chosen based on a studied convergence criterion. Five values for the average s
were used: 0.51 m (2173 cells), 0.48 m (2625 cells), 0.43 m (3419 cells), 0.38 m (4594
cells), and 0.33 m (6951 cells). Fig. 9 shows each tetrahedral mesh that was used for the
simulation.
Four values for the t were used: 2 s, 1.5 s, 1 s, and 0.5 s. Due to time constraints,
the simulation for a 6951 cell mesh and 0.5 s time step was not completed. The time
dependence study displayed no significant influence on the simulation as a function of
time. Fig. 10 illustrates the bulk pressure as a function of time for a 4594 cell mesh at all
four time steps for the reduced gravity case. As shown in Fig. 11 the simulation solution
is dependent on the average s size of the computational mesh for the phase change
problem. To quantify the differences in the pressure rise prediction due to changes in
mesh density, the sum of the squared residuals between the predicted pressure results is
calculated. Table 3 compares the values of the sum of the squared residuals as the mesh
density increases. For the mesh to establish convergence, the sum of the squared
residuals would approach 0 as the unstructured mesh density is increased.
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b) 4594 cells

a) 6951 cells

c) 3419 cells
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d) 2625 cells

e) 2173 cells

Fig. 9 Schematic of a section of the AS203 tank for a a) 6951 cell mesh b) 4594 cell mesh
c) 3419 cell mesh d) 2625 cell mesh and e) 2173 cell mesh.
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Fig. 10 Bulk pressure as a function of flight time for a 4594 cell mesh at
different time steps for the reduced gravity case.
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Fig. 11 Bulk pressure as a function of flight time for a 2 s time step at
different mesh sizes for the reduced gravity case.
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Table 3 Sum of squared residuals between pressure data as a function of
the change in mesh density for the reduced gravity test case
Change in s (m)

Sum of Squared Residuals (MPa2)

0.508 – 0.483

0.0299

0.483 – 0.432

0.0250

0.432 – 0.381

0.0038

0.381 – 0.330

0.0588

At the beginning of the simulation, the pressure rise rate increases with increasing
mesh density. As heat is added to the system, there is a visible separation between the
more dense 6951 cell mesh and the other four meshes. This is reflective in the
quantitative analysis shown in Table 3. As the mesh density increases the sum of the
squared residuals does decrease with the exception being the 6951 cell mesh. Due to
time constraints, the mesh convergence study could not be completed. Further
investigation on generating unstructured meshes in Gridgen is needed as an increase in
cell volume in the vapor region has a direct effect on the pressure solution. Additional
study on mesh dependency for the unstructured mesh in this simulation is required to
demonstrate mesh independence for this simulation.
For this study the 6951 cell mesh at a 2 s time step is used to compare simulation
predictions to the AS203 closed tank experimental data. Fig. 12 presents the relationship
between the pressure rise and the closed tank experiment time for the simulated cases and
the experiment data. A linear fit to the experiment data is completed to approximate the
data as only eight values of pressure are reported due to a loss of telemetry coverage
during the flight. As heat is added to the system, all three simulated models predict an
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Fig. 12 Comparison between predicted and reported AS203 experiment
pressure data as a function of flight time.

immediate increase in pressure compared to the linear fit of the experimental data.
Program REPORTER models the pressurization process by completing a First Law of
Thermodynamic analysis on the system. This model is comparable to the theoretical
predictions presented by Aydelott. At the onset of the simulation, the simulated pressure
rise over predicts the experimental pressure data. As flight time increases, the pressure
rise decreases, the curve trend shifts, and the simulation under predicts the pressure as
related to the linear trend observed with the experiment data. The correlation coefficient
between the experiment results and the REPORTER simulation prediction is calculated
as 0.9965.
Program P3542 performs a numerical integration on finite difference equations to
solve the Equation of State in terms of known intrinsic properties to develop a pressure
solution. The resulting pressure solution from Program P3542 accounts for the effect
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convection has on the heat process of the system. A steady pressure rise trend is observed
as heat is added to the system. The correlation coefficient between the experiment
results and the P3542 simulation prediction is calculated as 0.9947. Bradshaw concludes
both models used provide a good fit to the experimental data. The quantitative value of
the correlation coefficient support Bradshaw’s conclusion. Neither REPORTER or
P3542 account for the effects of liquid stratification or the contribution the boil-off of the
liquid has on the process [18].
For the EOF model simulation, represented by the data line for a 6951 cell mesh,
the initial pressure rise is sharp compared to that of the simulated results of REPORTER
and P3542. At the onset of the simulation, the pressure rise over predicts the
experimental pressure data. As flight time increases, the pressure rise decreases, the
curve trend shifts, and the simulation under predicts the pressure as related to the linear
trend observed with the experiment data. The EOF predictions of the pressure rise
compares to the predictions reported using the REPORTER model. Neither model
considers convection effects in the simulation. The correlation coefficient between the
experiment results and the EOF model simulation prediction is calculated as 0.9497.
Earlier studies indicated approximately 113 kg of net liquid evaporated [17].
Program REPORTER predicted zero boil-off while P3542 predicted 15 kg of evaporated
liquid mass. The value of the evaporated liquid fraction (ELF) for the simulation is
calculated using the values of the liquid mass by

ELF  1 

mln
.
ml0

(48)

As the vapor in the cells becomes superheated, the cell fluid defined as saturated begins
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to condense, increasing the liquid mass. The negative value of an evaporated liquid
fraction (ELF) at time = n indicates that the mass of the liquid at the current time is
greater than the mass of the liquid at time = 0. Fig. 13 shows the evaporated liquid
fraction as a function of time for the EOF reduced gravity 6951 cell mesh simulation. At
the beginning of the simulation, evaporation of the liquid occurs. This is attributed to
directly heating the liquid at a wall boundary, vaporizing the liquid cell. The pressure
rises rapidly as the liquid cells are vaporized. As the simulation time increases,
temperatures in the liquid region increase at a slower rate than those in the vapor region
inducing condensation. Comparable to Program REPORTER, the EOF model predicted
minimal boil-off of the liquid.

Evaporated Liquid Fraction
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Fig. 13 Evaporated liquid fraction as a function of flight time for the
reduced gravity case.
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Table 4 provides initial and final data measurements along an instrument rake
inside the AS203 tank. The experiment results include both conduction and convection
heat transfer. For the reduced gravity range of 3.27E-4 G to 7.3E-5 G recorded during
the experiment, convection is to be expected given the variations in density of the fluid
and the size of the tank. The calculated Rayleigh Number for the gravity range during
the closed tank experiment is indicative of convection. While only conduction is
modeled in the simulation, adding natural convection to the simulation would dampen the
pressure rise by increasing the rate at which the heat is transferred between cells. Table 4
also shows by the initial and final values of the vapor phase fraction, the occurrence of
condensation as a result of the rate of which heat is transferred within the tank for the
simulation. Preliminary results for the validation case indicate that the model will closely
approximate the AS203 reduced gravity experiment data once natural convection is
added to the simulation. However, quantitative results suggest good agreement between
the simulation and experiment data implementing only conduction heat transfer. From a
visual inspection of Fig. 12, once the system is pressurized approximately 1000 seconds
after the tank is closed, the pressure rise is a good correlation to the experiment data.

Table 4 Initial and final temperature and phase fraction data as
a function of axial position
Axial
Distance (m)
16.88
15.18
14.48
13.60
12.05
10.51
8.96
8.50

TFinal (K)
Tinit (K)
22.20
21.57
21.28
20.87
20.34
19.67
19.66
19.66

Experiment Simulation
113.89
232.39
69.44
23.50
44.44
23.50
36.11
23.50
27.78
23.50
22.44
23.50
21.33
19.66
21.00
19.66
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Vapor Phase Fraction, f
Initial
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

Final
1.0
0.926
0.916
0.902
0.884
0.795
0.0
0.0

D. Normal Gravity Test Case – A 0.2286 m Liquid Hydrogen Sphere
Aydelott [20-22] conducted several experimental programs to assess influencing
factors on the pressure history of a 0.2286 m diameter liquid hydrogen tank. Factors
which effect the rate of the pressure rise include gravity conditions, percent liquid fill,
heat transfer rate, and heating configuration. As a basis of comparison for the experiment
data, Aydelott presents two theoretical pressure rise models for the non-venting hydrogen
tank to provide an explanation of how energy is distributed within the tank: the
homogeneous model and the surface evaporation model [21].
The homogeneous model assumes uniform conditions throughout the tank and the
initial and final conditions are defined by a saturation temperature as a function of bulk
system pressure. For the surface evaporation model, the initial state is the same as the
homogenous model; however, the final state is defined by assuming all of the energy that
goes into the tank is used to evaporate the liquid while maintaining the homogeneous
vapor at a saturation temperature associated with the final bulk system pressure.
Fig. 14 shows the two different models at varying fill levels for a 0.006255 m3 tank.
From these two models, the energy input to the system can be approximated for any size
tank and percent fill.
Aydelott concludes that the most significant factor to an increase in pressure was
the location of the heat source relative to the liquid hydrogen. The liquid-wetted wall area
increases as gravity levels reduce. Aydelott reported pressure histories for the reduced
gravity experiment and uniform heating configuration. A uniform heating configuration,
compared to that of a top or bottom heating configuration, is practical for data
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Fig. 14 Pressure as a function of total heat added for the theoretical
models presented by Aydelott.
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comparison in a reduced gravity experiment as there exists a vapor bubble that has no
preferred position within the tank. But heating the liquid enhances nucleate boiling.
Furthermore as previously pointed out, Aydelott concluded that the primary mode of heat
transfer in the liquid in his experiment is turbulent convection and the heat transfer
process in the vapor is primarily through conduction and diffusion. The top-heating
normal gravity test is the best choice to make predictions using the EOF model as this
provides for the case where the vapor absorbs the incoming energy and the liquid is
heated a very slight amount. To predict the temperature distribution and heat transfer
process within the hydrogen tank, the top heat, normal gravity test case results presented
by Aydelott for pressure history with varying heat flux are used to analyze the pure
conduction with phase change EOF model predictions.
Aydelott reports that although the heating configuration has a much greater effect
than the heat transfer rate on the pressurization, the influence of the heat transfer rate was
more of a factor for the top heating configuration than the uniform or bottom heating
configurations. A 50% fill was optimal for making EOF model predictions as the top and
bottom section heaters were divided by the liquid-vapor interface. The case where the
average value of heat flux q = 54 W/m2 was chosen for the reason that the pressure rise
rate was less than that of average heat flux values 120 W/m2 and 87 W/m2 for the initial
50% fill.
The schematic of the modified Aerobee experimental apparatus [21] and the
applied boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 15. The specified heat flux boundary
condition on the tank wall is symmetric about the centerline of the tank. The
experimental apparatus was a 0.2286 m spherical tank made up of an inner sphere
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containing liquid hydrogen, a middle sphere housing electric heating coils distributed on
the top and bottom which provide the radiant exchange to the inner sphere, and an outer
sphere which serves as a vacuum jacket.
The system is initialized at saturation corresponding to a pressure of 101.325 kPa.
The tank is filled with approximately 50.5% saturated liquid hydrogen, while the
remainder of the tank contained saturated vapor hydrogen. The boundary condition of
54 W/m2 is imposed at the top of the tank, while an adiabatic boundary condition is
applied along the line of symmetry and at the bottom of the tank. It is important to note
that although the top and bottom heaters in the tank of the experiment are equally divided
by the initial phase front, the heat flux boundary condition in the simulation is not applied
at a section of the wall closest to the liquid-vapor interface as to not flash evaporate the

q = 54 W/m2

50.5% fill

Fig. 15 Modified Aerobee experimental
apparatus [21] detailing the applied heat and
the initial percent liquid fill.
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liquid containing cells adjacent to the boundary. The iterative solution is obtained with a
tolerance of 1E-6 on updated vapor phase fraction values as well as employing a
relaxation parameter  = 0.5 to stabilize the convergence. The Fourier Numerical
Analysis stability requirement is checked to test the stability of the computation. The
system is allowed to pressurize to 0.7 MPa.
A three-dimensional section of the 0.2286 m spherical tank is generated using
Gridgen. Fig. 16 shows each tetrahedral mesh that was used to study the influence the
average s had on the simulation predictions. Three values for the average s were used:
0.04 m (825 cells), 0.03 m (2058 cells) and 0.02 m (5899 cells). Three values for the t
were used: 1 s, 0.5 s, and 0.25 s. The change in time step showed no significant influence
on the simulation predictions for pressure as a function of time as illustrated in Fig. 17.
Due to computational time constraints, the 5899 cell mesh was not completed for a
t = 0.25 s. The 2058 cell mesh is used to show the comparison at different time steps.

a) 5899 cell mesh,
avg s=0.02 m

b) 2058 cell mesh,
avg s=0.03 m

c) 825 cell mesh,
avg s=0.04 m

Fig. 16 A a) 5899 cell b) 2058 cell and c) 825 cell mesh size for the axissymmetric section of the spherical tank used to simulate Aydelott’s
normal gravity pressurization experiment results.
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As shown in Fig. 18 the simulation prediction is dependent on the average s size
of the computational mesh for the phase change problem. The 825 cell mesh
(avg. s = 0.04 m) experienced a greater rate of pressure rise compared to the other two
meshes at the beginning of the simulation, while the 2058 cell mesh (avg. s = 0.03 m)
exhibited a greater rate of pressure rise at the end of the simulation. As more heat is
added, the data line for the 2058 cell mesh begins to separate from the 825 cell mesh and
the 5899 cell mesh. To quantify the differences in the pressure rise prediction due to the
changes in the mesh density, the sum of the squared residuals is calculated. Table 5
compares the values of the sum of the squared residuals as the mesh density increases.
For the mesh to establish convergence, the sum of the squared residuals would approach
0 as the mesh density is increased. Additional study on mesh dependency is required to
demonstrate convergence on a pressure rise solution.

0.7
2058 cell mesh, 0.25 s time step

Bulk Pressure (MPa)

0.6

2058 cell mesh, 0.5 s time step

0.5

2058 cell mesh, 1 s time step

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Total Heat Added (kJ )
Fig. 17 Bulk pressure as a function of total heat added for a 2058 cell mesh
at different time steps for the normal gravity case.
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Fig. 18 Bulk pressure as a function of total heat added for a 1 s time step
at different mesh sizes for the normal gravity case.

Table 5 Sum of squared residuals between pressure data as a function of
the change in mesh density for the normal gravity test case
Change in s (m)

Sum of Squared Residuals (MPa2)

0.04 – 0.03

1.230

0.03 – 0.02

0.703
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2.5

For this study the simulation results for the 5899 cell mesh and 1 s time step are
compared to Aydelott’s experiment data and the theoretical surface evaporation model
for an average 50% fill. Fig. 19 presents the relationship between the pressure rise and
the heat added which are integrals over time of the pressure rise rate and heat rate. Recall
that the surface evaporation model is based on the theory that all the energy goes into
evaporating the liquid and the vapor is maintained at the saturation temperature related to
the bulk pressure. Aydelott concludes that the top heat configuration experiment data
approaches the surface evaporation model by only slightly heating the liquid. Conversely
by superheating the vapor, the data surpasses the theoretical surface evaporation line.
The simulation data also progresses toward the theoretical model. Again, the vapor
becomes superheated and the pressure rise considerably increases. As temperatures in
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Fig. 19 Bulk pressure as a function of time for theoretical, experimental and
simulated results.
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the liquid region increase at a slower rate than those in the vapor region, condensation
occurs. As time increases, enough heat is added to evaporate liquid. Fig. 20 shows the
evaporated liquid fraction as a function of time for the simulation.
The experiment results include both conduction and convection heat transfer.
While conduction is present, adding natural convection to the simulation would dampen
the pressure rise by increasing the rate at which the heat is transferred between cells.
Preliminary results for the validation case indicate that the model will much more closely
approximate the Aydelott normal gravity experiment data once natural convection is
added to the simulation.

Evaporated Liquid Fraction
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Fig. 20 Evaporated liquid fraction as a function of heat added for the
normal gravity case.
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V.

Summary and Conclusions

The self pressurization process in cryogenic propellant tanks has been the focus of
several past experimental and numerical studies as the need for on-orbit storage and
transfer of propellant from one tank to another tank has been identified. Propellant tanks
in space are exposed to incident solar radiation causing an increase in pressure as the
liquid vaporizes. These studies are crucial in the design of cryogenic storage systems
since tank pressure must be controlled for long duration space missions.
A finite volume based Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model of tank
pressurization using an Energy of Fluid (EOF) approach was developed utilizing only a
reduced form of the energy equation. Evaporation and condensation is determined by
comparing the internal energy in each computational cell to the internal energy at
saturation. The code is verified by known analytic solutions for a specified temperature
at a wall boundary, a specified heat flux at a wall boundary, and a solidification solution
for pure conduction with phase change. The simulated results were in excellent
agreement with each analytic solution.
The code is validated using existing tank pressurization data and conclusions are
made regarding the ability of the code to predict pressurization for reduced gravity
applications. For the phase change problems, the time step size did not influence the
results; however adequate grid resolution is needed to capture the phase front and the
latent heat for the problem. Due to limited computational time and memory, a correct
mesh convergence and time dependant study could not be completed. Different time steps
and average s values were employed but did not illustrate convergence, only
demonstrated the influence reducing their size had on the results. In spite of this
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limitation, the simulation predictions were in agreement with predictions obtained using
other models. For future simulations which require a significant amount of memory and
compute time, it would be very desirable to revise the code to implement parallel
processing of the simulations. Pantakar presents a discretized energy equation which can
be used in any orthogonal coordinate system. Adding the capability to model the heat
flow problem using rθ coordinates will allow for using a two-dimensional grid for
modeling tank problems where the specified flux boundary condition on the tank wall is
symmetric about the centerline of the tank.
Simulations for the validation case of tank pressurization during a 5360 s closed
tank experiment conducted in reduced gravity were completed and compared to the
experiment pressure rise data. Results indicate that the model will more accurately
predict the AS203 reduced gravity experiment data once natural convection is added to
the simulation. However, a quantitative analysis suggests good overall agreement
between the simulation and experiment pressure histories when modeling conduction as
the only mode of heat transfer. While convection is still present, preliminary results
reaffirm that effects are considerably smaller overall compared to conduction and phase
change when propellant tanks self pressurize in reduced gravity. It is concluded for a
reduced gravity field such as that experienced in on-orbit applications, the EOF model
presented herein is a reasonable method to employ to predict the pressure history of well
insulated propellant tanks. The developed simulation can be used to evaluate the thermal
performance of new technologies aimed at reducing tank self pressurization for future
cryogenic tank designs. While a visual inspection of the pressure history during the
closed tank experiment suggests that the EOF model can be utilized for applications
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longer than 5360 s, further testing should be conducted to determine the feasibility of
using this method to predict pressurization in long term storage systems.
Normal gravity pressure data is presented by Aydelott and used to validate the
EOF code. The EOF code simulated the top heat configuration where only the vapor
region was directly heated as to not introduce the effect of nucleate boiling by simulating
a uniform or bottom heating configuration. Results indicate that although conduction
heat transfer is present, convection cannot be ignored when modeling tank pressurization
in normal gravity. Aydelott concluded based on an analysis of the Rayleigh number,
turbulent convection is present in the liquid. Adding natural convection to the simulation
would dampen the pressure rise by increasing the rate at which the heat is transferred
between cells. Results for the validation case indicate that the model will more closely
approximate the Aydelott normal gravity experiment data once natural convection is
added to the simulation. For applications in normal gravity, the capability to model the
effects of convection must be added to simulate pressurization with more accuracy. This
can be accomplished including the convection term in the energy equation and by adding
the Boussinesq approximation for buoyancy to the momentum equations in FLUENT.
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Appendix A. Modified FLUENT Directory Structure and Library
The program Cygwin1 makes available the functionality of Linux/Unix based
applications on a Windows machine. The Cygwin-X utility provides an X-server for
windows clients and is used to display the graphics of the remote server for file access on
the HPC cluster. To display the graphics of the remote server on a local machine, the
environment variable DISPLAY must be reset in the user’s .bashrc file to a value other
than the default value of 0.0. The .bashrc file located in the user’s home directory on the
remote server contains the export command to reset the environment variable DISPLAY:
#export DISPLAY=localhost:10
# .bashrc
# User specific aliases and functions
# Source global definitions
if [ -f /etc/bashrc ]; then
. /etc/bashrc
fi

The FLUENT directory structure is set up following the procedures outlined in
the UDF Manual section “Set Up the Directory Structure” [55]. A library directory
/libudf is created in the user’s working directory on the HPC cluster to store the
FLUENT User Defined Function Library (UDF). The FLUENT versions used herein are
double precision serial 2D or 3D with the architecture directories created as
lnamd64/2ddp or lnamd/3ddp, respectively.
In the library directory, a source directory /src is created to store the user’s source
files. In addition to the source files, the source directory contains symbolic links to the
appropriate IMSL C Library header files imslerr.h, imsl.h, imsls_e.h and imsls.h. The

1

www.cygwin.com
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path to the link is specific to the directories set up during the installation of the IMSL
Numerical Libraries program. The symbolic links currently point to
imslerr.h /opt/imsl/C/imsl/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/include/imslerr.h
imsl.h /opt/imsl/C/imsl/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/include/imsl.h
imsls_e.h /opt/imsl/C/imsl/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/include/imsls_e.h
imsls.h /opt/imsl/C/imsl/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/include/imsls.h

The header files are also referenced with an #include statement at the beginning of each
source code which makes a call to an IMSL function.
Once the directory structure is in place, the shared FLUENT library is built
following the procedures outlined in the UDF Manual section “Build the UDF Library.”
The makefile located in /src is modified to specify the source code, to name the path to
the FLUENT release directory, and to link the IMSL Numerical Library. The code below
illustrates the lines which are modified in makefile:
SOURCES= EOF.c Property.c
FLUENT_INC= /opt/current/fluent
LDFLAGS_LNAMD64=

-shared -lm -lpthread -lc -ldl -lrt

$(TARGET): makefile $(UDFDATA) $(OBJECTS)
@echo "# Linking $@ because of $?"
$(LD) $(LDFLAGS) $(LINK_2IMSL) $(OBJECTS) $(USER_OBJECTS) -o $@

The user specific environment variables referenced in makefile are set and
exported in the file .bash_profile contained in the user’s home directory. The file
.bash_profile also contains directives to source the correct scripts for IMSL and reset a
FLUENT environment variable to include the C IMSL library needed to compile the
object files:
# .bash_profile
# Get the aliases and functions
if [ -f ~/.bashrc ]; then
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. ~/.bashrc
fi
# User specific environment and startup programs
PATH=$PATH:$HOME/bin
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/opt/imsl/C/imsl/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/lib
source /opt/current/scripts/imsl-cnlsetup.sh
LINK_2IMSL="-L$IMSL_DIR/cnl800/rdhgc444x64/lib -L$MKL_DIR/lib/intel64 -limslcmath limslcstat -lmkl_gf_lp64 -lmkl_gnu_thread -lmkl_core -liomp5"
alias myfluent3d="/opt/current/fluent/bin/fluent 3ddp"
alias myfluent2d="/opt/current/fluent/bin/fluent 2ddp"
export PATH
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export LINK_2IMSL
export HOME_LIB=/home/apwinter/library
export LM_LICENSE_FILE=/opt/imsl/license
unset USERNAME

In the library directory /libudf execute the Makefile (not to be confused with makefile
located in /src) to compile and build the shared library for each version (2ddp and 3ddp)
for which a directory has been created. To execute the Makefile, type the command
make “FLUENT_ARCH=lnamd64”
The library containing the compiled source files is ready for use in Fluent.
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Appendix B. Gridgen Tutorial for the AS203 Tank
The software Gridgen [43] is used to generate the two-dimensional or threedimensional meshes used for the EOF model simulations. A user manual is provided by
Gridgen, but the tutorials are not straightforward for the geometries required to verify and
validate the EOF model. A tutorial for the most complex geometry, the AS203 tank, is
presented. Additional geometries can be created based on the knowledge achieved from
creating a three-dimensional section of the AS203 tank.
To begin the process, first select the analysis software to be used. In this case, 3D
Fluent. From the Main Menu:
1. Analysis S/W
2. Select Analysis S/W
3. 3D
4. Fluent
5. Next Page
6. Done
7. Done
The second step is to set the default average grid spacing for the unstructured mesh. From
the Main Menu:
1. Defaults
2. Con Dim avg s
3. 20
4. Done
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This sets the default average s to 20 in. This can be changed later for different mesh
densities.
To form the foundation of the grid, database entities are created. This consists of
several steps as there are several different geometrical shapes that make up the tank
section: the cylindrical side wall, the forward dome, the aft dome, and the common
bulkhead. Each section of the tank is further broken up to set up for applying boundary
conditions. A schematic of the AS203 tank was provided in inches [17, 18]. The
database is created in inches and the mesh is later scaled to meters within Fluent for use
with the EOF model.
The cylindrical side wall with a radius of 129.6 in from the centerline of the tank
is broken up into sections for the boundary conditions of ullage heating, liquid heating,
and adiabatic conditions. From the Main Menu:
1. Database
2. Create
3. Curve Line
4. Add CP via Keybrd
5. 129.6, 554.7, 0
6. Add CP via Keybrd
7. 129.6, 449.56, 0
8. Done-Save DB curve
9. Curve Line
10. Add CP via Keybrd
11. 129.6, 449.56, 0
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12. Add CP via Keybrd
13. 129.6, 407.00, 0
14. Done-Save DB curve
15. Curve Line
16. Add CP via Keybrd
17. 129.6, 407.00, 0
18. Add CP via Keybrd
19. 129.6, 286.147, 0
20. Done-Save DB curve
The cylindrical side wall divided into three sections has now been created.
Three points are required for the circle section of the forward dome with a
reported radius of 129.9 in. An angle of 45° and radius of 129.9 in are used to compute
the value of the center point for the circle. For the forward dome, from the Database
Commands Window
1. Create
2. Curve Circle
3. Add CP via Keybrd
4. 0, 684.6, 0
5. Add CP via Keybrd
6. 129.6, 554.7, 0
7. Store CP via Keybrd
8. 91.85317, 646.5532, 0
9. Done- Save DB curve
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The forward dome has now been created. The aft dome and common bulkhead are
created using the same radius value of 129.9 in and following the same procedure.
For the aft dome:
1. Create
2. Curve Circle
3. Add CP via Keybrd
4. 0, 156.247, 0
5. Add CP via Keybrd
6. 129.6, 286.147, 0
7. Store CP via Keybrd
8. 91.85317, 194.2938, 0
9. Done- Save DB curve
For the common bulkhead:
1. Create
2. Curve Circle
3. Add CP via Keybrd
4. 0, 334.0, 0
5. Add CP via Keybrd
6. 129.9, 204.10, 0
7. Store CP via Keybrd
8. 91.85317, 295.9532, 0
9. Done- Save DB curve
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This completes creating the circular arcs of the aft and bulkhead. Additional database
lines are required. A line is needed to cordon off the corner where the aft meets the
bulkhead:
1. Curve Line
2. Add CP via Keybrd
3. 0, 266.147, 0
4. Add CP via Keybrd
5. 140.0, 266.147, 0
6. Done-Save DB curve
In addition, a line is needed to provide an axis of revolution:
1. Curve Line
2. Add CP via Keybrd
3. 0, 156.247, 0
4. Add CP via Keybrd
5. 0, 684.6, 0
6. Done-Save DB curve
The plane section of the tank is shown in Fig. 21(a).
The plane section is now rotated around the axis of revolution to set up for the
three- dimensional geometry. From the Database Commands window for a 15° rotation:
1. Create
2. Surface Revolution
3. Pick one generatrix curve (database entity)
4. Pick the axis of revolution
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5. (Re)Set the Angle
6. 15
7. Done-Save Surf of Revol
8. Repeat steps 2 – 7 for each database entity
9. Done
The three dimensional section of the tank is shown in Fig. 21(b).
Before moving to the step to create connectors, database entities are created for
where two database entities intersect. In the Database Command window:
1. Intersect
2. Select Group A
3. Choose the srfrv entity which defines the aft dome
4. Select Group B
5. Choose the srfrv entity which defines the common bulkhead

Fig. 21 a) Plane section of the AS203 tank and b) three-dimensional section
of the AS203 tank.
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6. Run
7. Done
A bcurv entity is now created for where the aft dome and common bulkhead intersect.
Repeat Steps 1 – 7 for the intersection between the surface of the aft dome and the
surface created by the database line to cordon off where the aft dome meets the common
bulkhead. Repeat Steps 1 – 7 for the intersection between the surface of the common
bulkhead and the surface created by the database line to cordon off where the aft dome
meets the common bulkhead. There is now a total of three bcurv that have been created.
To save the database for future use in the Database Command Window
1. Export
2. type composite
3. Done
4. Go to Dir…<drv>
5. Select the location where you want to store the .dba file
6. Type In…Name
7. Type in the name of the database file
8. Enter
Now that the database has been saved, connectors can be created based on the avg
s chosen at the beginning of this tutorial. From the Main Menu
1. Connectors
2. Create
3. On DB Entities
4. Pick All
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5. Done
To break connectors at intersections
1. Merge Entities
2. Automatic
3. 1
4. Done.
To delete the connectors which are not used to define the section of the tank
1. Delete
2. Select all the unnecessary connectors
3. Done
4. Done.
After the appropriate connectors are deleted, the section should look like Fig. 22 (a).
Unstructured Domains are created from the connectors. From the Main Menu
1. Domains
2. Create
3. Unstructured
4. Assemble Edges
5. Select Auto Save and Auto Complete
6. Select Connectors which define a Domain
7. Repeat Step 6 for each Domain. If unable to select a connector, untoggle the Auto
Save and Auto Complete Options.
8. Done
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Fig. 22(b) illustrates the tank domains, where the axis-symmetric domains are not shown
for a better depiction of the other domains.
To complete the mesh within the tank, a three-dimensional volume mesh enclosed
by the tank surface mesh is created. From the Main Menu:
1. Blocks
2. Create
3. Unstructured
4. Assemble Faces
5. Add 1st Face
6. Pick All Doms
7. Save the Face
8. Make sure the arrows point into the volume of the tank. If not Reorient Faces.
9. Done – Save Blocks
10. Run Solver – Unstrctrd

Fig. 22 a) Connectors which define the section of the AS203 tank
and b) domains which define the section of the AS203 tank.
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11. Pick All
12. Done
13. Initialize
14. Done – Save
15. Done
The tetrahedral volume grid is complete and is illustrated in Fig. 23.
Before the volume is exported for use in Fluent, the boundary conditions are set.
For name recognition in Fluent, custom boundary conditions are created for the

Fig. 23 The AS203 tank tetrahedral volume grid

appropriate heating configuration: adiabatic, ullage heating, liquid heating. From the
Main Menu:
1. Analysis S/W
2. CustomBCs – Create
3. Name – Type in the name of the boundary condition, i.e. ullage
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4. Done
5. Repeat Steps 2 – 4 for the other two boundary conditions.
After the custom boundary conditions are defined, the boundary conditions and volume
conditions are set. From the Analysis S/W menu:
1. Set BCs
2. Choose the boundaries which define where the ullage heating condition will be
imposed.
3. Done
4. Choose the custom boundary for the ullage.
5. Repeat Steps 2 – 4 for the adiabatic and liquid heating boundary conditions.
6. Done
7. Set VCs
8. Pick All
9. Done
10. Fluid
11. Done
12. Export Analysis Data
13. Go to Dir…<drv>
14. Select the location on the local computer where to store the .cas file
15. Type In…Name
16. Type in the name of the case file
17. Enter
18. Done
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The case file has been exported to a directory on local machine for later use in Fluent.
The exported case file cannot be imported back to Gridgen for modifications. To
save a file which can be modified, from the Main Menu
1. Defaults
2. Quicksave Filename
9.

Go to Dir…<drv>

10. Select the location where you want to store the .gg file
11. Type In…Name
12. Type in the name of the Gridgen file
13. Enter
14. Done
This does not save the file, only establishes the filename and directory location. Save
must be selected from the Main Menu. Also, these steps can be completed anywhere in
the process after the first connector is created to allow for work to be saved as the mesh
volume is generated. Exporting the database does not save the case file or the Gridgen
file (.gg). The database must be exported and the Gridgen file saved to make future
modifications.
An average s for connectors was set at the beginning of the process. The value
can be changed without completing all the steps again. To change the average s value,
from the Main Menu
1. Modify
2. Pick All
3. Done
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4. ReDimension
5. Apply avg s
6. From keybrd
7. Enter the new s
8. Enter
9. Done-ReDimension
10. Done-Replace Connectors
11. Done
12. Blocks
13. Run Solver Unstrctrd
14. Pick All
15. Done
16. Initialize
17. Done – Save
A new volume mesh is generated based on the new average s value. Verify that the
boundary conditions and volume conditions are correct, and then repeat the steps to
export the new analysis data.
The exported file is stored in a directory on the local computer. The free open
source file transfer client WinSCP1 is used to transfer the .cas file from the directory on
the local computer to a remote user directory on the HPC cluster for use in FLUENT.

1

www.winscp.net
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Appendix C. Tutorial for Implementing the User Defined Functions
The analysis software FLUENT can be launched for use by either a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) or Text Based User Interface (TUI). To launch FLUENT, the user
must be logged into a compute node which is capable of retrieving licensing information
for FLUENT, such as a compute node at the High Performance Computing Center. This
can be done by an interactive submission to the HPC cluster job scheduler. Further
information regarding the job scheduler can be found on the HPC website1. Once access
to a node has been established, launch FLUENT from the command line by executing the
command
/opt/current/fluent/bin/fluent 3ddp
which will launch the three-dimensional double precision version of FLUENT. For this
tutorial, the case file is modified in FLUENT using a GUI, but if TUI is preferred the
command to launch FLUENT would be
/opt/current/fluent/bin/fluent 3ddp –g.
The case file (.cas) exported from Gridgen contains information regarding the
volume mesh, boundary conditions and volume conditions and is stored in a working
directory to be used in FLUENT. The case file exported for the AS203 tank generated
from the steps in Appendix B is utilized for the purpose of this tutorial. Once a FLUENT
window is open, the following steps establish the case in FLUENT:
1. File ReadCase
2. From the working directory, select the case file to be used for analysis.
3. DefineGeneral

1

https://umwiki.memphis.edu/display/HPC/High+Performance+Computing+Center
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4. For Solver information choose Type – Pressure-Based, Velocity Formulation –
Absolute, and Time – Transient.
5. SolveMonitors
6. Edit Residuals-Print,Plot
7. Turn off Options Print to Console and Plot
8. Turn off all the Residual Monitors
9. OK
10. FileWriteCase
11. Choose the existing case or rename the case to a new file in the working directory.
12. OK
The AS203 volume mesh was generated in inches in Gridgen and is scaled to
meters to implement in FLUENT. The mesh should also be checked to confirm the mesh
was properly generated and the exported file is intact:
1. MeshCheck
2. If no errors proceed to Step 3
3. MeshScale
4. Convert Units
5. Mesh Was Created In Select inches
6. View Length Unit In Select meters
7. Scale
8. Close
The library created in Appendix A containing the User Defined Functions (UDF) is
loaded in FLUENT:
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1. DefineUser-DefinedFunctionsManage
2. Library Namepath/libudf, where “path” is the complete directory path
3. Load
4. DefineUser-DefinedFunction Hooks…
5. InitializationEdit
6. Add Available Initialization Functions
7. OK
8. Execute at EndEdit
9. Add Available Execute at End Functions
10. OK
11. DefineUser-DefinedMemory
12. Select Number of User-Defined Memory Locations (16 for current source code).
13. OK
14. FileWriteCase
15. Choose the existing case
The boundary conditions established in Gridgen must correspond to the boundary
conditions identified in the EOF.c source file. To identify the Zone ID for the boundary
condition in FLUENT:
DefineBoundary Conditions
A Zone ID is set for each boundary condition. The Zone ID, not the name, links the
boundary condition in FLUENT to the boundary condition utilized in the EOF.c source
code. The value is used to identify the cell thread on the boundary. Since the Zone ID
can change as a new mesh is generated, it is convenient to use DEFINE statements at the
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beginning of the EOF.c source code to identify the appropriate zone. When the Zone ID
changes, the value is changed at the DEFINE statement and it is not necessary to change
the Zone ID throughout the code.
There are two FLUENT features to store data during the simulation. The first
feature creates a check point by creating data files containing values specific to the flow
field in each mesh element. To write a data file go to FileWriteData and store the
named data file in a working directory for the current flow time. To write multiple data
files during the simulation go to FileWriteAutosave. The Autosave menu allows the
user to name the Autosave file, select the flow time when the file is to be written, and
specify the number of data files to save. These data files can be read by FLUENT to
restart the simulation for the flow field for which the data file was written. To read the
data file go to FileReadData. Given the compute time length of the simulations
presented, use of the Autosave feature is recommended.
The second feature is used to export solution data to an ASCII file for post
processing. For the simulations presented, User-Defined Memory values for
Temperature, Pressure and phase fraction at cell center locations within the volume mesh
were collected. To write a file containing solution data go to FileExportSolution
Data.
A FLUENT job is submitted to a job scheduler on the HPC cluster either through
batch or interactive. It is convenient to set up and test a case interactively. However, for
the compute times associated with the simulations presented, jobs are submitted by
means of batch for processing. A job is submitted to the scheduler as batch through a
submission script. Submission script templates can be found on the HPC website. To
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submit a job to the job scheduler requesting a thin disk for serial processing a typical
script file would contain the lines:
#!/bin/sh
#PBS -l nodes=1:default:ppn=32
#PBS -l walltime=504:00:00
#PBS -A MECH
#PBS -N AS203
cd $PBS_O_WORKDIR
/opt/current/fluent/bin/fluent 3ddp -g < AS203tank.jou

To execute the above script named thin.sh, at the command line from the working
directory type
qsub thin.sh
The FLUENT process is started and a journal file named AS203tank.jou located in the
working directory is read. The journal file contains lines representing TUI entries for
FLUENT. The text lines contained in the journal file can also be entered at the command
prompt in the FLUENT GUI. For a case file in the working directory named
AS203tank.cas which has already been established and written using the GUI, the
following journal file named AS203tank.jou initializes and starts a calculation for a flow
time of 1000 s and t = 1 s:
file
set-batch-options
no
yes
yes
no
read-case
/home/apwinter/cases/AS203tank.cas
q
/solve/initialize/initialize-flow
q
q
file
write-data
/home/apwinter/cases/AS203tank.dat
q
/solve
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set
time-step
1.0
q
dual-time-iterate
1000
20
q
file
write-data
/home/apwinter/cases/AS203tank_end.dat
q
exit

The journal file contains text commands which write data files at the beginning and end
of a calculation. Data files can also be written using the AUTOSAVE feature previously
discussed. To restart a FLUENT process using a saved data file, the lines
write-data
/home/apwinter/cases/AS203tank.dat

are replaced with
read-data
/home/apwinter/cases/AS203tank***.dat

where AS203tank***.dat is replaced with the sought or latest data file.
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Appendix D. Source Code for the Specified Temperature Verification Case
/**********************************************************************
Specified Temperature UDF using EOF method - H2O
/***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include "imsl.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#define TOL 1e-4
#define TINY 1e-12

delta_e - J/kg
*/
/******SECTION TO DEFINE CONSTANTS*******/
double source_flux=0.0, chi=1.0, Rgas=461.51, Tcrit=647.286;
double cdelta_e=2086688.957, cTsat=373.15, cPsat=101325., Tinit=300.;
double cv1=3768.3, cv2=1555.8, rho1=958.77, rho2=0.5977;
double cp1=4215.6, cp2=2079.9, k1=0.67908, k2=0.025093;
/**********************************************/
/******INITIALIZE VARIABLES******/

#define t_wall 6
#define b_wall 4
#define s_wall 5
#define f_int 2
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#define eof_old(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,0)
#define eof_new(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,1)
#define delta_e(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,2)
#define EOFcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,3)
#define ap_zero(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,4)
#define Cv_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,5)
#define Fcond(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,6)
#define F_flux(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,7)
#define F_temp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,8)
#define CT(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,9)
#define Tsatcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,10)
#define Tsatold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,11)
#define Tsatnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,12)
#define Pcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,13)
#define Pold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,14)
#define Pnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,15)
#define CR(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,16)
#define Cp_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,17)
/*Units for code are
R - specific gas constant J/(kg K)
P - Pressure Pa
T- Temperature K
Cv - Specific heat J/(kg K)
k - thermal conductivity W/(m K)
rho - density kg/m3
e -internal energy J/kg

DEFINE_INIT(variableinit,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain,f_int);
cell_t c;
double x[ND_ND];
begin_c_loop(c,t){
EOFcell(c,t)=0.0;
CR(c,t)=996.5298;
Cp_cell(c,t)=4180.8;
Cv_cell(c,t)=4130.0;
Fcond(c,t)=0.61020;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t){
eof_old(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
eof_new(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
CT(c,t)=Tinit;
Tsatcell(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatold(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatnew(c,t)=cTsat;
Pcell(c,t)=cPsat;
Pold(c,t)=cPsat;
Pnew(c,t)=cPsat;
delta_e(c,t)=cdelta_e;

}
end_c_loop(c,t)

double flow_time = CURRENT_TIME;
double e_p, e1, e2;
double a_bound=0.0;
double resid=0.0, KMAX=0.0;

}
/**********END OF INITIALIZE VARIABLES**************/

DEFINE_INIT(wall_boundaries,domain)
{
face_t f;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(domain, s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(domain, t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(domain, b_wall);
begin_f_loop(f,t_side){
F_flux(f,t_side)=0.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_side)
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begin_f_loop(f,t_top){
F_temp(f,t_top)=300.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_top)
begin_f_loop(f,t_bot){
F_temp(f,t_bot)=325.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_bot)
}
DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(temperature)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), b_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
double sum;
double *b,*x_t,**a;
double x[ND_ND], Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND],dr1[ND_ND];
double dt = CURRENT_TIMESTEP;

int i,j,k=0,JMAX=0;
int cc,jj,m,flag1=0;
int n=0;
int nz=0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
n+=1;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
nz=nz+C_NFACES(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) nz=nz-1;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
nz=nz+n; /*This stores the number of non-zeros in the A matrix */
Imsl_d_sparse_elem aa[nz];
a = (double **) malloc(n*sizeof(double *));
x_t=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
b=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
a[c] = (double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Update values at current time step*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
x_t[c]=CT(c,t);
ap_zero(c,t)= CR(c,t)*Cp_cell(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*****BEGIN ITERATIVE LOOP******/
Message("Iteration and residual on EOF\n");
while (flag1==0 && JMAX<1000) {
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JMAX +=1;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
b[c] = (ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) + (CR(c,t) * delta_e(c,t)*
(C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt)*(EOFcell(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
for (j=0;j<n;j++) a[c][j]=0.0;
a_bound=0.0;
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
cc = F_C0(f,tt);
jj = F_C1(f,tt);
if (jj==c) jj=cc;
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_top) {source_flux=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds) * -1.*
(F_temp(f,t_top));
a_bound=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds)+a_bound;}
if (tt==t_bot) {source_flux=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds) * -1.*
(F_temp(f,t_bot));
a_bound=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds)+a_bound;}
if (tt==t_side) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_side);
b[c] = b[c] - source_flux;
}
else {
INTERIOR_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0,dr1);
a[c][jj]=( 2.*Fcond(jj,t)*Fcond(c,t)/(Fcond(jj,t)+Fcond(c,t)) ) *
NV_MAG(Area)/ds;
}
}
sum=0.;
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
sum += a[c][j];
if (a[c][j]!=0.0) a[c][j] = -1. * a[c][j];
}
a[c][c]=sum+a_bound+ap_zero(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
k=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++){
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
if (a[i][j]!=0.0) {
aa[k].row=i;
aa[k].col=j;

aa[k].val=a[i][j];
k+=1;
}
}
}
/* call IMSL library to obtain temperature solution*/
x_t = imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate(n,nz,aa,b,0);
begin_c_loop(c,t){
e1=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t);
e2=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t) + delta_e(c,t);
e_p=cv1*(x_t[c]+eof_old(c,t)*(Tsatnew(c,t)-x_t[c])) + eof_old(c,t)*delta_e(c,t)
+ cv2*eof_old(c,t)*(x_t[c]-Tsatnew(c,t));
if (e_p>e1 && e_p<e2) eof_new(c,t) = (e_p - e1)/delta_e(c,t);
if (e_p<=e1) eof_new(c,t)=0.;
if (e_p>=e2) eof_new(c,t)=1.;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
flag1=1;
resid=0.0;
KMAX=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
resid = (fabs(eof_new(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
if (resid > TOL) flag1=0;
if (resid > KMAX) KMAX=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
Message("%d %e \n",JMAX,KMAX);
if (flag1==0) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
eof_old(c,t)=(chi*eof_new(c,t)) + ((1.-chi)*eof_old(c,t));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
}
if (flag1==0 && JMAX >=1000) {
Error("Max number of iterations reached in EXECUTE at END ------> Temperature not
found\n");
}

}
Message("Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d\n",JMAX);
if (flag1==1) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
CT(c,t) = x_t[c];
EOFcell(c,t) = eof_new(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
}
for (i=0;i<n;i++) free(a[i]);
free(x_t);
free(b);
free(a);
}
/**************************** Ending Execute at End*****************************/
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Appendix E. Source Code for the Specified Heat Flux Verification Case
/**********************************************************************
Specified Heat Flux UDF using EOF method - H2O
***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include "imsl.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#define TOL 1e-4
#define TINY 1e-12
#define t_wall 6
#define b_wall 4
#define s_wall 5
#define f_int 2
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#define eof_old(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,0)
#define eof_new(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,1)
#define delta_e(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,2)
#define EOFcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,3)
#define ap_zero(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,4)
#define Cv_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,5)
#define Fcond(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,6)
#define F_flux(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,7)
#define F_temp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,8)
#define CT(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,9)
#define Tsatcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,10)
#define Tsatold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,11)
#define Tsatnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,12)
#define Pcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,13)
#define Pold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,14)
#define Pnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,15)
#define CR(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,16)
#define Cp_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,17)
/*Units for code are
R - specific gas constant J/(kg K)
P - Pressure Pa
T- Temperature K
Cv - Specific heat J/(kg K)
k - thermal conductivity W/(m K)
rho - density kg/m3
e -internal energy J/kg

delta_e - J/kg
F_flux - W/m2 (q')
*/
/******SECTION TO DEFINE CONSTANTS*******/
double source_flux=0.0, chi=1.0, Rgas=461.51, Tcrit=647.286;
double cdelta_e=2086688.957, cTsat=373.15, cPsat=101325., Tinit=300.;
double cv1=3768.3, cv2=1555.8, rho1=958.77, rho2=0.5977;
double cp1=4215.6, cp2=2079.9, k1=0.67908, k2=0.025093;
/**********************************************/
/******INITIALIZE VARIABLES******/
DEFINE_INIT(variableinit,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain,f_int);
cell_t c;
double x[ND_ND];
begin_c_loop(c,t){
EOFcell(c,t)=0.0;
CR(c,t)=996.5298;
Cp_cell(c,t)=4180.8;
Cv_cell(c,t)=4130.0;
Fcond(c,t)=0.61020;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t){
eof_old(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
eof_new(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
CT(c,t)=Tinit;
Tsatcell(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatold(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatnew(c,t)=cTsat;
Pcell(c,t)=cPsat;
Pold(c,t)=cPsat;
Pnew(c,t)=cPsat;

delta_e(c,t)=cdelta_e;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

double dt = CURRENT_TIMESTEP;
double flow_time = CURRENT_TIME;
double e_p, e1, e2;
double a_bound=0.0;
double resid=0.0, KMAX=0.0;

}
/**********END OF INITIALIZE VARIABLES**************/

DEFINE_INIT(wall_boundaries,domain)
{
face_t f;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(domain, s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(domain, t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(domain, b_wall);
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begin_f_loop(f,t_side){
F_flux(f,t_side)=0.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_side)
begin_f_loop(f,t_top){
F_flux(f,t_top)=200.;}
end_f_loop(f,t_top)
begin_f_loop(f,t_bot){
F_flux(f,t_bot)=0.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_bot)
}
DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(temperature)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), b_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
double sum;
double *b,*x_t,**a;
double x[ND_ND], Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND],dr1[ND_ND];

int i,j,k=0,JMAX=0;
int cc,jj,m,flag1=0;
int n=0;
int nz=0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
n+=1;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
nz=nz+C_NFACES(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) nz=nz-1;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
nz=nz+n; /*This stores the number of non-zeros in the A matrix */
Imsl_d_sparse_elem aa[nz];
a = (double **) malloc(n*sizeof(double *));
x_t=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
b=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
a[c] = (double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Update values at current time step*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
x_t[c]=CT(c,t);
ap_zero(c,t)= CR(c,t)*Cp_cell(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

/*****BEGIN ITERATIE LOOP******/
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Message("Iteration and residual on EOF\n");
while (flag1==0 && JMAX<1000) {
JMAX +=1;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
b[c] = (ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) + (CR(c,t) * delta_e(c,t)*
(C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt)*(EOFcell(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
for (j=0;j<n;j++) a[c][j]=0.0;
a_bound=0.0;
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
cc = F_C0(f,tt);
jj = F_C1(f,tt);
if (jj==c) jj=cc;
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_top) source_flux= -1. * F_flux(f,t_top) * (NV_MAG(Area));
if (tt==t_bot) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_bot);
if (tt==t_side) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_side);
b[c] = b[c] - source_flux;
}
else {
INTERIOR_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0,dr1);
a[c][jj]=( 2.*Fcond(jj,t)*Fcond(c,t)/(Fcond(jj,t)+Fcond(c,t)) ) *
NV_MAG(Area)/ds;
}
}
sum=0.;
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
sum += a[c][j];
if (a[c][j]!=0.0) a[c][j] = -1. * a[c][j];
}
a[c][c]=sum+a_bound+ap_zero(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
k=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++){
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
if (a[i][j]!=0.0) {
aa[k].row=i;
aa[k].col=j;
aa[k].val=a[i][j];
k+=1;

}
}
}
/* call IMSL library to obtain temperature solution*/
x_t = imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate(n,nz,aa,b,0);
begin_c_loop(c,t){
e1=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t);
e2=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t) + delta_e(c,t);
e_p=cv1*(x_t[c]+eof_old(c,t)*(Tsatnew(c,t)-x_t[c])) + eof_old(c,t)*delta_e(c,t)
+ cv2*eof_old(c,t)*(x_t[c]-Tsatnew(c,t));
if (e_p>e1 && e_p<e2) eof_new(c,t) = (e_p - e1)/delta_e(c,t);
if (e_p<=e1) eof_new(c,t)=0.;
if (e_p>=e2) eof_new(c,t)=1.;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
flag1=1;
resid=0.0;
KMAX=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
resid = (fabs(eof_new(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
if (resid > TOL) flag1=0;
if (resid > KMAX) KMAX=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
Message("%d %e \n",JMAX,KMAX);
if (flag1==0) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
eof_old(c,t)=(chi*eof_new(c,t)) + ((1.-chi)*eof_old(c,t));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
}
if (flag1==0 && JMAX >=1000) {
Error("Max number of iterations reached in EXECUTE at END ------> Temperature not
found\n");
}
}
Message("Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d\n",JMAX);

if (flag1==1) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
CT(c,t) = x_t[c];
EOFcell(c,t) = eof_new(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
if (CT(c,t)>=cTsat) {
Error("Temperature approaching Tsat...Phase change occurring\n");
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
}
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for (i=0;i<n;i++) free(a[i]);
free(x_t);
free(b);
free(a);
}
/********************** Ending Execute at End ***********************************/

Appendix F. Source Code for the Phase Front Verification Case
/**********************************************************************
Phase change using EOF method - H2O
***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include "imsl.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#define TOL 1e-8
#define TINY 1e-12

delta_e - J/kg
*/
/******SECTION TO DEFINE CONSTANTS*******/
double source_flux=0.0, chi=1.0, Rgas=461.51, Tcrit=647.286;
double cdelta_e=334944., cTsat=275.15, cPsat=101325., Tinit=275.15;
double cv1=2101.77, cv2=4186.8, rho1=920., rho2=1000.;
double cp1=2101.77, cp2=4186.8, k1=2.2190, k2=0.6029;
/**********************************************/
/******INITIALIZE VARIABLES******/

#define t_wall 6
#define b_wall 4
#define s_wall 5
#define f_int 2
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#define eof_old(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,0)
#define eof_new(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,1)
#define delta_e(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,2)
#define EOFcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,3)
#define ap_zero(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,4)
#define Cv_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,5)
#define Fcond(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,6)
#define F_flux(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,7)
#define F_temp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,8)
#define CT(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,9)
#define Tsatcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,10)
#define Tsatold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,11)
#define Tsatnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,12)
#define Pcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,13)
#define Pold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,14)
#define Pnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,15)
#define CR(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,16)
#define Cp_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,17)
/*Units for code are
R - specific gas constant J/(kg K)
P - Pressure Pa
T- Temperature K
Cv - Specific heat J/(kg K)
k - thermal conductivity W/(m K)
rho - density kg/m3
e -internal energy J/kg

DEFINE_INIT(variableinit,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain,f_int);
cell_t c;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
EOFcell(c,t)=1.0;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t){
eof_old(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
eof_new(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
CT(c,t)=Tinit;
Tsatcell(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatold(c,t)=cTsat;
Tsatnew(c,t)=cTsat;
Pcell(c,t)=cPsat;
Pold(c,t)=cPsat;
Pnew(c,t)=cPsat;
delta_e(c,t)=cdelta_e;
Cv_cell(c,t) = cv1*(1. - EOFcell(c,t)) + (cv2*EOFcell(c,t));
Cp_cell(c,t) = cp1*(1. - EOFcell(c,t)) + (cp2*EOFcell(c,t));
Fcond(c,t) = 0.5*((k1*k2)/((k1*EOFcell(c,t))
+ (k2*(1. - EOFcell(c,t)))) + k2*EOFcell(c,t)

+ (k1*(1. - EOFcell(c,t))));
CR(c,t) = ( (rho1*rho2)/( (rho1*EOFcell(c,t))
+ (rho2*(1. - EOFcell(c,t))) ) );
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
}
/**********END OF INITIALIZE VARIABLES**************/
DEFINE_INIT(wall_boundaries,domain)
{
face_t f;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(domain, s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(domain, t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(domain, b_wall);
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begin_f_loop(f,t_side){
F_flux(f,t_side)=0.0;}
end_f_loop(f,t_side)
begin_f_loop(f,t_top){
F_temp(f,t_top)=275.15;}
end_f_loop(f,t_top)
begin_f_loop(f,t_bot){
F_temp(f,t_bot)=273.15;}
end_f_loop(f,t_bot)
}
DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(temperature)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), b_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
double sum;
double *b,*x_t,**a;
double x[ND_ND], Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND],dr1[ND_ND];

double dt = CURRENT_TIMESTEP;
double flow_time = CURRENT_TIME;
double e_p, e1, e2;
double a_bound=0.0;
double resid=0.0, KMAX=0.0;
int i,j,k=0,JMAX=0;
int cc,jj,m,flag1=0;
int n=0;
int nz=0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
n+=1;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
nz=nz+C_NFACES(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) nz=nz-1;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
nz=nz+n; /*This stores the number of non-zeros in the A matrix */
Imsl_d_sparse_elem aa[nz];
a = (double **) malloc(n*sizeof(double *));
x_t=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
b=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
a[c] = (double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Update values at current time step*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
x_t[c]=CT(c,t);
ap_zero(c,t)= CR(c,t)*Cp_cell(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
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/*****BEGIN ITERATIE LOOP******/
Message("Iteration and residual on EOF\n");
while (flag1==0 && JMAX<5000) {
JMAX +=1;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
b[c] = (ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) + (CR(c,t) * delta_e(c,t)*
(C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt)*(EOFcell(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
for (j=0;j<n;j++) a[c][j]=0.0;
a_bound=0.0;
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
cc = F_C0(f,tt);
jj = F_C1(f,tt);
if (jj==c) jj=cc;
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_top) {source_flux=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds) * -1.*
(F_temp(f,t_top));
a_bound=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds)+a_bound;}
if (tt==t_bot) {source_flux=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds) * -1.*
(F_temp(f,t_bot));
a_bound=(Fcond(c,t) * NV_MAG(Area)/ds)+a_bound;}
if (tt==t_side) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_side);
b[c] = b[c] - source_flux;
}
else {
INTERIOR_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0,dr1);
a[c][jj]=( 2.*Fcond(jj,t)*Fcond(c,t)/(Fcond(jj,t)+Fcond(c,t)) ) *
NV_MAG(Area)/ds;
}
}
sum=0.;
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
sum += a[c][j];
if (a[c][j]!=0.0) a[c][j] = -1. * a[c][j];
}
a[c][c]=sum+a_bound+ap_zero(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
k=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++){
for (j=0;j<n;j++){

if (a[i][j]!=0.0) {
aa[k].row=i;
aa[k].col=j;
aa[k].val=a[i][j];
k+=1;
}
}
}
/* call IMSL library to obtain temperature solution*/
x_t = imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate(n,nz,aa,b,0);
begin_c_loop(c,t){
e1=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t);
e2=cv1*Tsatnew(c,t) + delta_e(c,t);
e_p=cv1*(x_t[c]+eof_old(c,t)*(Tsatnew(c,t)-x_t[c])) + eof_old(c,t)*delta_e(c,t)
+ cv2*eof_old(c,t)*(x_t[c]-Tsatnew(c,t));
if (e_p>e1 && e_p<e2) eof_new(c,t) = (e_p - e1)/delta_e(c,t);
if (e_p<=e1) eof_new(c,t)=0.;
if (e_p>=e2) eof_new(c,t)=1.;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
flag1=1;
resid=0.0;
KMAX=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
resid = (fabs(eof_new(c,t) - eof_old(c,t)));
if (resid > TOL) flag1=0;
if (resid > KMAX) KMAX=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
Message("%d %e \n",JMAX,KMAX);
if (flag1==0) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
eof_old(c,t)=(chi*eof_new(c,t)) + ((1.-chi)*eof_old(c,t));
Cv_cell(c,t) = cv1*(1. - eof_old(c,t)) + (cv2*eof_old(c,t));
Cp_cell(c,t) = cp1*(1. - eof_old(c,t)) + (cp2*eof_old(c,t));
CR(c,t) = ( (rho1*rho2)/( (rho1*eof_old(c,t))
+ (rho2*(1. - eof_old(c,t))) ) );
Fcond(c,t) = 0.5*((k1*k2)/((k1*eof_old(c,t))
+ (k2*(1. - eof_old(c,t)))) + k2*eof_old(c,t)

+ (k1*(1. - eof_old(c,t))));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

+ (k1*(1. - eof_new(c,t))));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*
outprt=fopen("phase","a");

}
if (flag1==0 && JMAX >=5000) {
Error("Max number of iterations reached in EXECUTE at END ------> Temperature not
found\n");
}

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
C_CENTROID(x,c,t);
if (EOFcell(c,t)>0.0 && EOFcell(c,t)<=0.999){
fprintf(outprt,"%f %e %e %e %e\n",CURRENT_TIME, x[0],x[1],EOFcell(c,t),CT(c,t));}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

}
Message("Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d\n",JMAX);
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if (flag1==1) {
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
CT(c,t) = x_t[c];
EOFcell(c,t) = eof_new(c,t);
Cv_cell(c,t) = cv1*(1. - eof_new(c,t)) + (cv2*eof_new(c,t));
Cp_cell(c,t) = cp1*(1. - eof_new(c,t)) + (cp2*eof_new(c,t));
CR(c,t) = ( (rho1*rho2)/( (rho1*eof_new(c,t))
+ (rho2*(1. - eof_new(c,t))) ) );
Fcond(c,t) = 0.5*((k1*k2)/((k1*eof_new(c,t))
+ (k2*(1. - eof_new(c,t)))) + k2*eof_new(c,t)

fclose(outprt);*/
}
for (i=0;i<n;i++) free(a[i]);
free(x_t);
free(b);
free(a);
}
/************************* Ending Execute at End ********************/

Appendix G. Source Code for the Reduced Gravity Validation Case
/**********************************************************************
EOF.c
UDF for calculating Temperature using EOF method - hydrogen
***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include "imsl.h"
#include <stdlib.h>

extern double superheat(double, double, int);
extern double PfTfrho(double, double);
extern double meanofA(double,double,double);
extern double meanofB(double,double,double);
/**********************************************************/

#define TOL 1e-6
#define TINY 1e-12

/*Units for code are
R - specific gas constant J/(kg K)
P - Pressure Pa
T- Temperature K
Cv - Specific heat J/(kg K)
Cp - Specific heat J/(kg K)
k - thermal conductivity W/(m K)
rho - density kg/m3
E -internal energy J/kg
flux - W
fluxp - W/m2
*/

#define adiabatic 4
#define wet_wall 5
#define dry_wall 6
#define f_int 2
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#define EOFcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,0) /*EOF*/
#define EOFold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,1)
#define EOFnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,2)
#define delta_e(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,3) /*latent heat*/
#define ap_zero(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,4)
#define Cp_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,5)
#define Fcond(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,6) /*thermal conductivity (face value)*/
#define F_fluxp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,7) /*boundary condition flux*/
#define F_temp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,8) /*boundary condition temperature*/
#define CT(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,9) /*cell centered temperature*/
#define Tsatcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,10) /*bulk saturation temperature*/
#define Pcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,11) /*bulk pressure*/
#define CR(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,12) /*cell density*/
#define Ecell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,13) /*cell Energy*/
#define Pold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,14)
#define Pnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,15)
/***************external function prototypes***************/
extern double PfTsat(double);
extern double TfPsat(double);
extern void rhofTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void efTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void CpfTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void kfTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern double compressed(double, int);

FILE *outprt1;
FILE *outprt3;

/******SECTION TO DEFINE CONSTANTS*******/
double source_flux=0.0, chiE=0.5,Rgas=4124.299539, Pinit=85495.;
double interface=10.473; /*interface trial&error for 16000 lbm initial*/
double geom_mult=24.0; /*mesh sections for 15 deg revolution to make up full tank*/
double flux_adi=0.0;
double flux_dry, flux_wet;
double area_dry, area_wet, area_adi;
double flux_in;
double time_i=17139., time_f=22499.;
double masstot,massLt0,massLt,rhoLiq; /*mass of liquid at time=0 and time=t*/
double massVt,massVt0;
double cQ,cPbulk; /*constants for heat added (J) and Pressure at current time*/
/**********************************************/
/**********************pointer variables ******************/
double pTsat,pTcell,pPcell,pEOF;
double pk1,pk2,prho1,prho2,pe1,pe2,pCp1,pCp2,Cv_L;
/**********************************************/
/******INITIALIZE VARIABLES******/

DEFINE_INIT(variableinit,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain,f_int);
cell_t c;
double x[ND_ND];
/*create a patch*/
begin_c_loop(c,t)
{
C_CENTROID(x,c,t);
if (x[1]<=interface){
EOFcell(c,t)=0.0;
}
else {
EOFcell(c,t)=1.0;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
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/*Initialize the problem properties at saturation - Pressure (Pinit) */
masstot=0.0;
massLt0=0.0;
massVt0=0.0;
cQ=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
EOFold(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
EOFnew(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
pEOF=EOFcell(c,t);

CT(c,t)=((5.0/1.8)/(17.38884-interface))*(x[1]-interface)+pTsat; /*temp calculated for 5
Rankine temp gradient in ullage; converted to Kelvin*/
}
pTcell=CT(c,t);
efTsat(pTsat,&pe1,&pe2);
delta_e(c,t)=pe2-pe1;
if (EOFcell(c,t)<=0.0) {
CR(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,1);
Ecell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,4);
Fcond(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,5);
}
if (EOFcell(c,t)>=1.0) {
CR(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,1);
Ecell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,4);
Fcond(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,5);
}
if (EOFcell(c,t)>0.0 && EOFcell(c,t)<1.0) {
rhofTsat(pTcell,&prho1,&prho2);
CR(c,t)=meanofA(prho1,prho2,pEOF);
Cv_L=pe1/pTsat;
Ecell(c,t)=(Cv_L*pTcell)+(EOFold(c,t)*delta_e(c,t));
CpfTsat(pTcell,&pCp1,&pCp2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=meanofA(pCp1,pCp2,pEOF);
kfTsat(pTcell,&pk1,&pk2);
Fcond(c,t)=meanofB(pk1,pk2,pEOF);
}

Pcell(c,t)=Pinit;
Pnew(c,t)=Pinit;
Pold(c,t)=Pinit;

/*Determine the total mass and mass of the liquid at time=0*/

Tsatcell(c,t)=TfPsat(Pinit);
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);

if (EOFcell(c,t) != 1.0) {
rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);
massLt0+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFcell(c,t));}

C_CENTROID(x,c,t);
if (x[1]<=interface){
CT(c,t)=TfPsat(Pinit);
}
else {

masstot+=CR(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t); /*total mass in system at t=0*/

}
end_c_loop(c,t)
massVt0=masstot-massLt0;
outprt1=fopen("Pchange","a");

fprintf(outprt1,"Total mass= %10.9e Initial liquid mass= %10.9e Initial vapor mass=
%10.9e\n",masstot,massLt0,massVt0);
fprintf(outprt1,"time\t\theat\t\tPbulk\t\tTsat\t\tELFm\t\t massLt\t\t massVt\t\t flux_in\n");
fclose(outprt1);
}

if (tt==t_wet) area_wet+=(NV_MAG(Area));
if (tt==t_adi) area_adi+=(NV_MAG(Area));}}}
end_c_loop(c,t)
area_dry=area_dry*geom_mult; /*This gives total surface area for entire tank*/
area_wet=area_wet*geom_mult;
area_adi=area_adi*geom_mult;

/**********END OF INITIALIZE VARIABLES**************/

/*The flux in W/m2*/
begin_f_loop(f,t_adi){
F_fluxp(f,t_adi)=flux_adi;}
end_f_loop(f,t_adi)

DEFINE_INIT(wall_boundaries,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain, f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_adi = Lookup_Thread(domain, adiabatic);
Thread *t_dry = Lookup_Thread(domain, dry_wall);
Thread *t_wet = Lookup_Thread(domain, wet_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
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double Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND];
double time_x;
int m;
time_x=CURRENT_TIME+time_i;
area_dry=0.0;
area_wet=0.0;
area_adi=0.0;
/* The heat in Watts*/
flux_wet= -5.603975e-14*pow(time_x,5.0)+5.412240e-9*pow(time_x,4.0)-2.086122e4*pow(time_x,3.0)
+4.013386*pow(time_x,2.0)-3.855905e4*time_x+1.481028e8;
flux_dry= -2.855943e-14*pow(time_x,5.0)+2.769605e-9*pow(time_x,4.0)-1.071679e4*pow(time_x,3.0)
+2.069391*pow(time_x,2.0)-1.995433e4*time_x+7.693296e7;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_dry) area_dry+=(NV_MAG(Area));

begin_f_loop(f,t_dry){
F_fluxp(f,t_dry)=flux_dry/area_dry;}
end_f_loop(f,t_dry)
begin_f_loop(f,t_wet){
F_fluxp(f,t_wet)=flux_wet/area_wet;}
end_f_loop(f,t_wet)
}

DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(temperature)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_adi = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), adiabatic);
Thread *t_dry = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), dry_wall);
Thread *t_wet = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), wet_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
double sum;
double *b,*x_t,**a;
double Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND],dr1[ND_ND];
double dt = CURRENT_TIMESTEP;
double time_x;
double a_bound=0.0;
double resid=0.0, KMAXe=0.0, KMAXp=0.0;
double kount=0.0;
double Tbulk=0.0, Tsum=0.0, rhoVbulk=0.0, rhosum=0.0;
double ELFm=0.0; /*Evaporated Liquid Fraction using mass at time=CURRENT_TIME*/

int i,j,k=0,JMAX=0;
int cc,jj,m,flag1=0;
int n=0;
int nz=0;

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
n+=1;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
nz=nz+C_NFACES(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) nz=nz-1;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
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nz=nz+n; /*This stores the number of non-zeros in the A matrix */
Imsl_d_sparse_elem aa[nz];
a = (double **) malloc(n*sizeof(double *));
x_t=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
b=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
a[c] = (double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Update values at current time step*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
x_t[c]=CT(c,t); /*provide an initial guess for IMSL routine if required*/
ap_zero(c,t)= CR(c,t)*Cp_cell(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Calculate the total Watts at time=CURRENT_TIME+time_i since experiment did not start at
t=0*/
time_x=CURRENT_TIME+time_i;
flux_wet= -5.603975e-14*pow(time_x,5.0)+5.412240e-9*pow(time_x,4.0)-2.086122e4*pow(time_x,3.0)

+4.013386*pow(time_x,2.0)-3.855905e4*time_x+1.481028e8;
flux_dry= -2.855943e-14*pow(time_x,5.0)+2.769605e-9*pow(time_x,4.0)-1.071679e4*pow(time_x,3.0)
+2.069391*pow(time_x,2.0)-1.995433e4*time_x+7.693296e7;
/*Use the heat in Watts to determine the flux in W/m2*/
begin_f_loop(f,t_adi){
F_fluxp(f,t_adi)=flux_adi;}
end_f_loop(f,t_adi)
begin_f_loop(f,t_dry){
F_fluxp(f,t_dry)=flux_dry/area_dry;}
end_f_loop(f,t_dry)
begin_f_loop(f,t_wet){
F_fluxp(f,t_wet)=flux_wet/area_wet;}
end_f_loop(f,t_wet)
outprt1=fopen("Pchange","a");
outprt3=fopen("residual","w");
/*****BEGIN ITERATIVE LOOP******/
fprintf(outprt3,"Current time= %e\n",CURRENT_TIME);
Message("Current time= %e\n",CURRENT_TIME);
fprintf(outprt3,"Iter\tresid on EOF\tresid on P\t Tsat\t\t\tPbulk\n");
Message("Iter\tresid on EOF\tresid on P\t Tsat\t\t\tPbulk\n");
while (flag1==0 && JMAX<10000) {
JMAX +=1;
flux_in=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
/*(ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) is value of internal energy contained in cell at time t*/
b[c] = (ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) + (CR(c,t) * delta_e(c,t)*
(C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt)*(EOFcell(c,t) - EOFold(c,t)));
for (j=0;j<n;j++) a[c][j]=0.0;
a_bound=0.0;
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
cc = F_C0(f,tt);
jj = F_C1(f,tt);
if (jj==c) jj=cc;
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_dry) {source_flux= -1. * F_fluxp(f,t_dry) * (NV_MAG(Area));

flux_in+=(F_fluxp(f,t_dry)*(NV_MAG(Area)));}
if (tt==t_wet) {source_flux= -1. * F_fluxp(f,t_wet) * (NV_MAG(Area));
flux_in+=(F_fluxp(f,t_wet)*(NV_MAG(Area)));}
if (tt==t_adi) {source_flux= F_fluxp(f,t_adi);}
b[c] = b[c] - source_flux;
}
else {
INTERIOR_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0,dr1);
a[c][jj]=( 2.*Fcond(jj,t)*Fcond(c,t)/(Fcond(jj,t)+Fcond(c,t)) ) *
NV_MAG(Area)/ds;
}
}
sum=0.;

massLt+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFold(c,t));} /*total mass of liquid at time=t*/
if (EOFold(c,t) != 0.0) {
Tsum+=x_t[c]*C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t);
kount+=C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t); /*total volume of vapor region*/
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
massVt=masstot-massLt; /*mass of vapor at time=t by accounting for total mass at initial
time*/
Tbulk=Tsum/kount; /*bulk temperature for all cells*/
rhoVbulk=massVt/kount; /*density of the bulk vapor*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {

for (j=0;j<n;j++){
sum += a[c][j];
if (a[c][j]!=0.0) a[c][j] = -1. * a[c][j];
}
a[c][c]=sum+a_bound+ap_zero(c,t);
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}
end_c_loop(c,t)
k=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++){
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
if (a[i][j]!=0.0) {
aa[k].row=i;
aa[k].col=j;
aa[k].val=a[i][j];
k+=1;
}
}
}
/* call IMSL library to obtain temperature solution*/
x_t = imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate(n,nz,aa,b,0);
Tsum=0.0;
rhosum=0.0;
kount=0.0;
massLt=0.0;
massVt=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
pTcell=x_t[c];
if (EOFold(c,t) != 1.0) {
rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);

/*bracket Pressure here*/
Pnew(c,t)=PfTfrho(Tbulk,rhoVbulk);
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
/*determine Tsat by assuming Psat=Pbulk*/
Tsatcell(c,t)=TfPsat(pPcell);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
pTcell=x_t[c];
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
efTsat(pTsat,&pe1,&pe2);
delta_e(c,t)=pe2-pe1;
/*determine cell energy based on new properties and old EOF*/
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) Ecell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,2);
if (EOFold(c,t)>=1.0) Ecell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,2);
if (EOFold(c,t)>0.0 && EOFold(c,t)<1.0) {
Cv_L=pe1/pTsat;
Ecell(c,t)=(Cv_L*pTcell)+(EOFold(c,t)*delta_e(c,t));}
/*determine if superheat, compressed, saturated by comparing value of E to new values at
saturation*/
if (Ecell(c,t)>pe1 && Ecell(c,t)<pe2) EOFnew(c,t) = (Ecell(c,t) - pe1)/delta_e(c,t);
if (Ecell(c,t)<=pe1) EOFnew(c,t)=0.;
if (Ecell(c,t)>=pe2) EOFnew(c,t)=1.;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

flag1=1;

Fcond(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,5);
}

resid=0.0;
KMAXe=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) resid=EOFnew(c,t);
else resid = (fabs(EOFnew(c,t) - EOFold(c,t)))/EOFold(c,t);
if (resid > TOL) flag1=0;
if (resid > KMAXe) KMAXe=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
resid=0.0;
KMAXp=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
resid = (fabs(Pnew(c,t) - Pold(c,t)))/Pold(c,t);
if (resid > KMAXp) KMAXp=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
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fprintf(outprt3,"%d %e %e %e %e\n",JMAX,KMAXe,KMAXp,pTsat,pPcell);
Message("%d %e %e %e %e\n",JMAX,KMAXe,KMAXp,pTsat,pPcell);
/*Update cell properties based on new T, P, Tsat, EOF*/
begin_c_loop(c,t){
/*Start by assigning new iterative values to "old" variables*/
if (flag1==0) {EOFold(c,t)=(chiE*EOFnew(c,t)) + ((1.-chiE)*EOFold(c,t));}
else {EOFold(c,t)=EOFnew(c,t);}
Pold(c,t)=Pnew(c,t);
pEOF=EOFold(c,t);
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
pTcell=x_t[c];
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) {
CR(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,1);
Cp_cell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,4);
Fcond(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,5);
}
if (EOFold(c,t)>=1.0) {
CR(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,1);
Cp_cell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,4);

if (EOFold(c,t)>0.0 && EOFold(c,t)<1.0) {
rhofTsat(pTcell,&prho1,&prho2);
CR(c,t)=meanofA(prho1,prho2,pEOF);
CpfTsat(pTcell,&pCp1,&pCp2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=meanofA(pCp1,pCp2,pEOF);
kfTsat(pTcell,&pk1,&pk2);
Fcond(c,t)=meanofB(pk1,pk2,pEOF);
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Set the thermal conductivity for the cells adjacent to the wet wall equal to conductivity of
compressed liquid at Psat*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
if (tt==t_wet && EOFold(c,t)!=0.0) Fcond(c,t)=compressed(pTsat,5);}}}
end_c_loop(c,t)
if (flag1==0 && JMAX >=10000) {
Error("Max number of iterations reached in EXECUTE at END ------> Temperature not
found\n");
}
}
fprintf(outprt3,"Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d Flag= %d\n\n",JMAX,flag1);
Message("Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d Flag= %d\n\n",JMAX,flag1);
if (flag1==1) {
massLt=0.0; /*Initialize the liq mass at CURRENT_TIME*/
cPbulk=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
/*set values contained in cell at time t*/
CT(c,t) = x_t[c];
pTcell=x_t[c];
EOFcell(c,t) = EOFnew(c,t);
Pcell(c,t)=Pnew(c,t);
cPbulk += Pcell(c,t);
/*Determine the mass of the liquid at time=CURRENT_TIME*/
if (EOFcell(c,t) != 1.0) {

rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);
massLt+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFcell(c,t));}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
cQ += (flux_in * dt); /*calculates the amount of Joules*/
cPbulk = cPbulk/n; /*Bulk system pressure*/
ELFm=1.-(massLt/massLt0); /* Evaporated liquid fraction*/
} fprintf(outprt1,"%e %e %10.9e %10.9e %10.9e %10.9e %10.9e
%10.9e\n",CURRENT_TIME,cQ,cPbulk,pTsat,ELFm,massLt,massVt,flux_in);
for (i=0;i<n;i++) free(a[i]);
free(x_t);
free(b);
free(a);
fclose(outprt1);
fclose(outprt3);
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}
/******************* Ending Execute at End***********************/

Appendix H. Source Code for the Normal Gravity Validation Case
/**********************************************************************
EOF.c
UDF for calculating Temperature using EOF method - hydrogen
***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include "imsl.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#define TOL 1e-6
#define TINY 1e-12
#define t_wall 4
#define b_wall 6
#define s_wall 5
#define f_int 2
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#define EOFcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,0) /*EOF*/
#define EOFold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,1)
#define EOFnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,2)
#define delta_e(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,3) /*latent heat*/
#define ap_zero(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,4)
#define Cp_cell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,5)
#define Fcond(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,6) /*thermal conductivity (face value)*/
#define F_flux(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,7) /*boundary condition flux*/
#define F_temp(f,t) F_UDMI(f,t,8) /*boundary condition temperature*/
#define CT(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,9) /*cell centered temperature*/
#define Tsatcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,10) /*bulk saturation temperature*/
#define Pcell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,11) /*bulk pressure*/
#define CR(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,12) /*cell density*/
#define Ecell(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,13) /*cell Energy*/
#define Pold(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,14)
#define Pnew(c,t) C_UDMI(c,t,15)
/***************external function prototypes***************/
extern double PfTsat(double);
extern double TfPsat(double);
extern void rhofTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void efTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void CpfTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern void kfTsat(double, double *,double *);
extern double compressed(double, int);
extern double superheat(double, double, int);

extern double PfTfrho(double, double);
extern double meanofA(double,double,double);
extern double meanofB(double,double,double);
/**********************************************************/
FILE *outprt1;
FILE *outprt2;
/*Units for code are
R - specific gas constant J/(kg K)
P - Pressure Pa
T- Temperature K
Cv - Specific heat J/(kg K)
Cp - Specific heat J/(kg K)
k - thermal conductivity W/(m K)
rho - density kg/m3
E -internal energy J/kg
flux - W/m2
*/
/******SECTION TO DEFINE CONSTANTS*******/
double source_flux=0.0, chiE=0.5,Rgas=4124.299539, Pinit=101325.;
double flux_none=0.0;
double interface=0.001143;
double flux_in=54.0;
double masstot,massLt0,massLt,rhoLiq; /*mass of liquid at time=0 and time=t*/
double massVt,massVt0;
double cQ,cPbulk; /*constants for heat added (J) and Pressure at current time*/
/**********************************************/
/**********************pointer variables ******************/
double pTsat,pTcell,pPcell,pEOF;
double pk1,pk2,prho1,prho2,pe1,pe2,pCp1,pCp2,Cv_L;
/**********************************************/
/******INITIALIZE VARIABLES******/
DEFINE_INIT(variableinit,domain)
{
Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(domain,f_int);
cell_t c;
double x[ND_ND];

/*create a patch*/
begin_c_loop(c,t)
{
C_CENTROID(x,c,t);
if (x[1]<=interface){
EOFcell(c,t)=0.0;
}
else {
EOFcell(c,t)=1.0;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Initialize the problem properties at saturation - 1 atm Pressure (Pinit) */
masstot=0.0;
massLt0=0.0;
massVt0=0.0;
cQ=0.0;
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begin_c_loop(c,t){
EOFold(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
EOFnew(c,t)=EOFcell(c,t);
pEOF=EOFcell(c,t);
Pcell(c,t)=Pinit;
Pnew(c,t)=Pinit;
Pold(c,t)=Pinit;
Tsatcell(c,t)=TfPsat(Pinit);
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
CT(c,t)=TfPsat(Pinit);
pTcell=CT(c,t);
efTsat(pTsat,&pe1,&pe2);
delta_e(c,t)=pe2-pe1;
if (EOFcell(c,t)<=0.0) {
CR(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,1);
Ecell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,4);
Fcond(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,5);
}

if (EOFcell(c,t)>=1.0) {
CR(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,1);
Ecell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,4);
Fcond(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,Pinit,5);
}
if (EOFcell(c,t)>0.0 && EOFcell(c,t)<1.0) {
rhofTsat(pTcell,&prho1,&prho2);
CR(c,t)=meanofA(prho1,prho2,pEOF);
Cv_L=pe1/pTsat;
Ecell(c,t)=(Cv_L*pTcell)+(EOFold(c,t)*delta_e(c,t));
CpfTsat(pTcell,&pCp1,&pCp2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=meanofA(pCp1,pCp2,pEOF);
kfTsat(pTcell,&pk1,&pk2);
Fcond(c,t)=meanofB(pk1,pk2,pEOF);
}
/*Determine the total mass and mass of the liquid at time=0*/
masstot+=CR(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t); /*total mass in system at t=0*/
if (EOFcell(c,t) != 1.0) {
rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);
massLt0+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFcell(c,t));}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
massVt0=masstot-massLt0;
outprt1=fopen("Pchange","a");
fprintf(outprt1,"Total mass= %10.9e Initial liquid mass= %10.9e Initial vapor mass=
%10.9e\n",masstot,massLt0,massVt0);
fprintf(outprt1,"time\t\theat\t\tPbulk\t\tTsat\t\tELFm\t\t massLt\t\t massVt\n");
fclose(outprt1);
}
/**********END OF INITIALIZE VARIABLES**************/

DEFINE_INIT(wall_boundaries,domain)
{
face_t f;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(domain, s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(domain, t_wall);

Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(domain, b_wall);

end_c_loop(c,t)

begin_f_loop(f,t_side){
F_flux(f,t_side)=flux_none;}
end_f_loop(f,t_side)

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
nz=nz+C_NFACES(c,t);
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) nz=nz-1;
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

begin_f_loop(f,t_top){
F_flux(f,t_top)=flux_in;}
end_f_loop(f,t_top)
begin_f_loop(f,t_bot){
F_flux(f,t_bot)=flux_none;}
end_f_loop(f,t_bot)
}

nz=nz+n; /*This stores the number of non-zeros in the A matrix */
Imsl_d_sparse_elem aa[nz];
a = (double **) malloc(n*sizeof(double *));
x_t=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
b=(double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));

DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(temperature)
{
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Thread *t = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), f_int);
Thread *tt;
Thread *t_side = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), s_wall);
Thread *t_top = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), t_wall);
Thread *t_bot = Lookup_Thread(Get_Domain(1), b_wall);
cell_t c;
face_t f;
double sum;
double *b,*x_t,**a;
double Area[ND_ND], ds, es[ND_ND], A_by_es, dr0[ND_ND],dr1[ND_ND];
double dt = CURRENT_TIMESTEP;
double a_bound=0.0,surfArea=0.0;
double resid=0.0, KMAXe=0.0, KMAXp=0.0;
double kount=0.0;
double Tbulk=0.0, Tsum=0.0, rhoVapor=0.0, rhoVbulk=0.0, rhosum=0.0;
double ELFm=0.0; /*Evaporated Liquid Fraction using mass at time=CURRENT_TIME*/
int i,j,k=0,JMAX=0;
int cc,jj,m,flag1=0;
int n=0;
int nz=0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
n+=1;
}

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
a[c] = (double *) malloc(n*sizeof(double));
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
/*Update values at current time step*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
x_t[c]=CT(c,t); /*provide an initial guess for IMSL routine if required*/
ap_zero(c,t)= CR(c,t)*Cp_cell(c,t)*C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
outprt1=fopen("Pchange","a");
outprt2=fopen("resid","w");
/*****BEGIN ITERATIVE LOOP******/
fprintf(outprt2,"Current time= %e\n",CURRENT_TIME);
Message("Current time= %e\n",CURRENT_TIME);
fprintf(outprt2,"Iter\tresid on EOF\tresid on P\t Tsat\t\t\tPbulk\n");
Message("Iter\tresid on EOF\tresid on P\t Tsat\t\t\tPbulk\n");
while (flag1==0 && JMAX<10000) {
JMAX +=1;
surfArea=0.;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
/*(ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) is value of internal energy contained in cell at time t*/
b[c] = (ap_zero(c,t) * CT(c,t)) + (CR(c,t) * delta_e(c,t)*
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(C_VOLUME(c,t)/dt)*(EOFcell(c,t) - EOFold(c,t)));
for (j=0;j<n;j++) a[c][j]=0.0;
a_bound=0.0;
c_face_loop(c,t,m){
f = C_FACE(c,t,m);
tt = C_FACE_THREAD(c,t,m);
cc = F_C0(f,tt);
jj = F_C1(f,tt);
if (jj==c) jj=cc;
if (BOUNDARY_FACE_THREAD_P(tt)) {
BOUNDARY_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0);
if (tt==t_top) {source_flux= -1. * F_flux(f,t_top) * (NV_MAG(Area));
surfArea+=(NV_MAG(Area));}
if (tt==t_bot) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_bot);
if (tt==t_side) source_flux= F_flux(f,t_side);
b[c] = b[c] - source_flux;
}
else {
INTERIOR_FACE_GEOMETRY(f,tt,Area,ds,es,A_by_es,dr0,dr1);
a[c][jj]=( 2.*Fcond(jj,t)*Fcond(c,t)/(Fcond(jj,t)+Fcond(c,t)) ) *
NV_MAG(Area)/ds;
}
}
sum=0.;
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
sum += a[c][j];
if (a[c][j]!=0.0) a[c][j] = -1. * a[c][j];
}
a[c][c]=sum+a_bound+ap_zero(c,t);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
k=0;
for (i=0;i<n;i++){
for (j=0;j<n;j++){
if (a[i][j]!=0.0) {
aa[k].row=i;
aa[k].col=j;
aa[k].val=a[i][j];
k+=1;
}
}
}
/* call IMSL library to obtain temperature solution*/

x_t = imsl_d_lin_sol_gen_coordinate(n,nz,aa,b,0);
Tsum=0.0;
rhosum=0.0;
kount=0.0;
/*determine bulk temperature using values of temperature in vapor only region*/
/*determine bulk rhoV from new T values and old P values in vapor only region*/
/*begin_c_loop(c,t) {
if (EOFold(c,t) != 0.0) {
Tsum+=x_t[c]*C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t);
pTcell=x_t[c];
pPcell=Pold(c,t);
rhoVapor=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,1); /*rhoV for given T,P for all cells including
saturated*/
/*rhosum+=rhoVapor*C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t);
kount+=C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t);
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)*/
massLt=0.0;
massVt=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
pTcell=x_t[c];
if (EOFold(c,t) != 1.0) {
rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);
massLt+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFold(c,t));} /*total mass of liquid at time=t*/
if (EOFold(c,t) != 0.0) {
Tsum+=x_t[c]*C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t);
kount+=C_VOLUME(c,t)*EOFold(c,t); /*total volume of vapor region*/
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
massVt=masstot-massLt; /*mass of vapor at time=t by accounting for total mass at t=0*/
Tbulk=Tsum/kount; /*bulk temperature for all cells*/
rhoVbulk=massVt/kount; /*density of the bulk vapor*/
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
/*bracket Pressure here*/
Pnew(c,t)=PfTfrho(Tbulk,rhoVbulk);
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
/*determine Tsat by assuming Psat=Pbulk*/
Tsatcell(c,t)=TfPsat(pPcell);
}
end_c_loop(c,t)

begin_c_loop(c,t) {
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
pTcell=x_t[c];
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
efTsat(pTsat,&pe1,&pe2);
delta_e(c,t)=pe2-pe1;
/*determine cell energy based on new properties and old EOF*/
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) Ecell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,2);
if (EOFold(c,t)>=1.0) Ecell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,2);
if (EOFold(c,t)>0.0 && EOFold(c,t)<1.0) {
Cv_L=pe1/pTsat;
Ecell(c,t)=(Cv_L*pTcell)+(EOFold(c,t)*delta_e(c,t));}
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/*determine if superheat, compressed, saturated by comparing value of E to new values at
saturation*/
if (Ecell(c,t)>pe1 && Ecell(c,t)<pe2) EOFnew(c,t) = (Ecell(c,t) - pe1)/delta_e(c,t);
if (Ecell(c,t)<=pe1) EOFnew(c,t)=0.;
if (Ecell(c,t)>=pe2) EOFnew(c,t)=1.;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
flag1=1;
resid=0.0;
KMAXe=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) resid=EOFnew(c,t);
else resid = (fabs(EOFnew(c,t) - EOFold(c,t)))/EOFold(c,t);
if (resid > TOL) flag1=0;
if (resid > KMAXe) KMAXe=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
resid=0.0;
KMAXp=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t){
resid = (fabs(Pnew(c,t) - Pold(c,t)))/Pold(c,t);
if (resid > KMAXp) KMAXp=resid;
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
fprintf(outprt2,"%d %e %e %e %e\n",JMAX,KMAXe,KMAXp,pTsat,pPcell);
Message("%d %e %e %e %e\n",JMAX,KMAXe,KMAXp,pTsat,pPcell);

/*Update cell properties based on new T, P, Tsat, EOF*/
begin_c_loop(c,t){
/*Start by assigning new iterative values to "old" variables*/
if (flag1==0) {EOFold(c,t)=(chiE*EOFnew(c,t)) + ((1.-chiE)*EOFold(c,t));}
else {EOFold(c,t)=EOFnew(c,t);}
Pold(c,t)=Pnew(c,t);
pEOF=EOFold(c,t);
pPcell=Pnew(c,t);
pTcell=x_t[c];
pTsat=Tsatcell(c,t);
if (EOFold(c,t)<=0.0) {
CR(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,1);
Cp_cell(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,4);
Fcond(c,t)=compressed(pTcell,5);
}
if (EOFold(c,t)>=1.0) {
CR(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,1);
Cp_cell(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,4);
Fcond(c,t)=superheat(pTcell,pPcell,5);
}
if (EOFold(c,t)>0.0 && EOFold(c,t)<1.0) {
rhofTsat(pTcell,&prho1,&prho2);
CR(c,t)=meanofA(prho1,prho2,pEOF);
CpfTsat(pTcell,&pCp1,&pCp2);
Cp_cell(c,t)=meanofA(pCp1,pCp2,pEOF);
kfTsat(pTcell,&pk1,&pk2);
Fcond(c,t)=meanofB(pk1,pk2,pEOF);
}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
if (flag1==0 && JMAX >=10000) {
Error("Max number of iterations reached in EXECUTE at END ------> Temperature not
found\n");
}
}
fprintf(outprt2,"Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d Flag= %d\n\n",JMAX,flag1);
Message("Number of iterations to converge on EOF= %d Flag= %d\n\n",JMAX,flag1);

if (flag1==1) {
massLt=0.0; /*Initialize the liq mass at CURRENT_TIME*/
cPbulk=0.0;
begin_c_loop(c,t) {
/*set values contained in cell at time t*/
CT(c,t) = x_t[c];
pTcell=x_t[c];
EOFcell(c,t) = EOFnew(c,t);
Pcell(c,t)=Pnew(c,t);
cPbulk += Pcell(c,t);
/*Determine the mass of the liquid at time=CURRENT_TIME*/
if (EOFcell(c,t) != 1.0) {
rhoLiq=compressed(pTcell,1);
massLt+=rhoLiq*C_VOLUME(c,t)*(1.-EOFcell(c,t));}
}
end_c_loop(c,t)
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cQ += (surfArea * flux_in * dt);
cPbulk = cPbulk/n;
ELFm=1.-(massLt/massLt0);
}
fprintf(outprt1,"%e %e %10.9e %10.9e %10.9e %10.9e
%10.9e\n",CURRENT_TIME,cQ,cPbulk,pTsat,ELFm,massLt,massVt);
for (i=0;i<n;i++) free(a[i]);
free(x_t);
free(b);
free(a);
fclose(outprt1);
fclose(outprt2);
}
/*************** Ending Execute at End **************************/

Appendix I. Source Code for the Hydrogen Property Data
/***********************************************************************
Parahydrogen Table of Properties – Property.c
Property values from http://webbook.nist.gov for Parahydrogen
Values reported in units
T (K)][ P (MPa)][ Density (kg/m3)][ Internal Energy (kJ/kg)][ Cv (J/g*K)
Cp (J/g*K)][ Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K)
and converted as needed to units used in code
T (K)][ P (Pa)][ Density (kg/m3)][ Internal Energy (J/kg)][ Cv (J/kg*K)
Cp (J/kg*K)][ Thermal Conductivity (W/m*K)
***********************************************************************/
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define TINY 1e-12
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#define imax 16
#define jmax 10
#define kmax 1
double Tcrit=32.938;
double Pcrit=1.28377e6;
double Tmin=19.505;
double Pmin=8.0e4;
double Pmax=1.0e6;
double Tempmax=400.0;
double Pres[jmax]=

{
80000.0,
200000.0,
300000.0,
400000.0,
500000.0,
600000.0,
700000.0,
800000.0,
900000.0,
1000000.0
};

19.505,
22.812,
24.579,
25.969,
27.132,
28.141,
29.038,
29.848,
30.587,
31.268
};
double Tem[imax]= {
19.505,
50.000,
75.000,
100.000,
125.000,
150.000,
175.000,
200.000,
225.000,
250.000,
275.000,
300.000,
325.000,
350.000,
375.000,
400.000
};
double rhoL[kmax][jmax]={
71.655, 67.666, 65.127, 62.855, 60.709,
51.945, 49.337
};

double eL[kmax][jmax]= {
0.0, 24631.0, 45384.0, 63456.0, 80027.0, 95733.0, 111010.0,
126220.0, 141770.0, 158220.0
};
double CvL[kmax][jmax]=

double Tsat[jmax]=

{

58.606, 56.486, 54.290,

{

5510.7, 6041.7, 6234.8, 6366.6, 6476.2, 6580.6, 6689.7, 6811.6,
6955.2, 7133.4
};
double CpL[kmax][jmax]=
{
9156.8, 11515.0, 13158.0, 14849.0, 16750.0, 19030.0, 21936.0,
25910.0, 31858.0, 42033.0
};
double kL[kmax][jmax]= {
0.102130, 0.105030, 0.104220, 0.102610, 0.100590, 0.098319, 0.095825,
0.093112, 0.090140, 0.086814
};
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double rhoV[imax][jmax]={
1.08310, 2.49580,
10.47800, 12.26000, 14.35000,
0.39052, 0.98612,
4.15210, 4.71220, 5.28210,
0.25903, 0.64907,
2.62490, 2.95810, 3.29240,
0.19400, 0.48512,
1.94210, 2.18510, 2.42800,
0.15513, 0.38763,
1.54650, 1.73900, 1.93140,
0.12925, 0.32218,
1.28660, 1.44650, 1.60610,
0.11078, 0.27671,
1.10220, 1.23910, 1.37570,
0.09693, 0.24212,
0.96432, 1.08410, 1.20370,
0.08616, 0.21522,
0.85729, 0.96378, 1.07010,
0.07755, 0.19371,
0.77174, 0.86763, 0.96339,
0.07050, 0.17611,
0.70177, 0.78899, 0.87610,
0.06463, 0.16145,
0.64346, 0.72346, 0.80336,
0.05966, 0.14904,
0.59412, 0.66801, 0.74181,
0.05540, 0.13840,
0.55182, 0.62046, 0.68904,
0.05171, 0.12918,
0.51515, 0.57925, 0.64329,

3.66660, 4.86940, 6.12670, 7.46070, 8.89850,
1.49170, 2.00580, 2.52870, 3.06060, 3.60170,
0.97545, 1.30300, 1.63180, 1.96170, 2.29270,
0.72780, 0.97056, 1.21340, 1.45620, 1.69920,
0.58120, 0.77461, 0.96785, 1.16090, 1.35380,
0.48401, 0.64494, 0.80566, 0.96618, 1.12650,
0.41478, 0.55265, 0.69032, 0.82780, 0.96508,
0.36292, 0.48354, 0.60400, 0.72428, 0.84439,
0.32261, 0.42985, 0.53693, 0.64387, 0.75066,
0.29037, 0.38691, 0.48331, 0.57958, 0.67573,
0.26400, 0.35178, 0.43944, 0.52700, 0.61444,
0.24203, 0.32251, 0.40289, 0.48318, 0.56337,
0.22343, 0.29774, 0.37196, 0.44610, 0.52015,
0.20749, 0.27651, 0.34545, 0.41431, 0.48310,
0.19368, 0.25810, 0.32246, 0.38676, 0.45099,

0.04847, 0.12112, 0.18159, 0.24200, 0.30235, 0.36264, 0.42288,
0.48306, 0.54318, 0.60324
};
double eV[imax][jmax]= {
367090.0, 376410.0, 378450.0, 378110.0, 376140.0, 372810.0,
368200.0, 362230.0, 354620.0, 344820.0,
563770.0, 559660.0, 556210.0, 552710.0, 549180.0, 545610.0,
542000.0, 538350.0, 534660.0, 530930.0,
730810.0, 728250.0, 726120.0, 723990.0, 721860.0, 719730.0,
717600.0, 715470.0, 713340.0, 711210.0,
936490.0, 934700.0, 933200.0, 931710.0, 930220.0, 928730.0,
927250.0, 925770.0, 924290.0, 922820.0,
1193800.0, 1192400.0, 1191300.0, 1190200.0, 1189100.0, 1188000.0,
1186900.0, 1185800.0, 1184700.0, 1183600.0,
1486100.0, 1485000.0, 1484200.0, 1483300.0, 1482400.0, 1481600.0,
1480700.0, 1479900.0, 1479000.0, 1478200.0,
1790800.0, 1789900.0, 1789300.0, 1788600.0, 1787900.0, 1787200.0,
1786500.0, 1785900.0, 1785200.0, 1784500.0,
2093300.0, 2092600.0, 2092000.0, 2091500.0, 2090900.0, 2090400.0,
2089800.0, 2089300.0, 2088800.0, 2088200.0,
2387300.0, 2386800.0, 2386300.0, 2385900.0, 2385400.0, 2385000.0,
2384500.0, 2384100.0, 2383600.0, 2383200.0,
2671900.0, 2374400.0, 2671100.0, 2670700.0, 2670300.0, 2670000.0,
2669600.0, 2669200.0, 2668900.0, 2668500.0,
2948300.0, 2947900.0, 2947600.0, 2947300.0, 2947000.0, 2946700.0,
2946400.0, 2946100.0, 2945800.0, 2945500.0,
3218500.0, 3218200.0, 3218000.0, 3217700.0, 3217500.0, 3217200.0,
3217000.0, 3216700.0, 3216500.0, 3216200.0,
3484500.0, 3484300.0, 3484100.0, 3483900.0, 3483700.0, 3483500.0,
3483300.0, 3483100.0, 3482900.0, 3482700.0,
3748000.0, 3747700.0, 3747600.0, 3747400.0, 3747200.0, 3747100.0,
3746900.0, 3746700.0, 3746600.0, 3746400.0,
4009900.0, 4009800.0, 4009600.0, 4009500.0, 4009400.0, 4009200.0,
4009100.0, 4008900.0, 4008800.0, 4008700.0,
4271300.0, 4271100.0, 4271000.0, 4270900.0, 4270800.0, 4270700.0,
4270600.0, 4270500.0, 4270400.0, 4270300.0
};
double CvV[imax][jmax]= {
6552.8, 6753.1,
7596.4, 7766.8, 7957.4,
6303.2, 6311.9,
6358.6, 6367.0, 6375.8,
7225.0, 7230.7,
7258.1, 7262.4, 7266.7,

6891.7,

7024.5,

7157.8,

7295.5,

7440.6,

6319.3,

6326.8,

6334.4,

6342.3,

6350.3,

7235.5,

7240.1,

7244.7,

7249.2,

7253.7,

9313.8,
11168.0,
12084.0,
12222.0,
11961.0,
11578.0,
11216.0,
10927.0,
10721.0,
10586.0,
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10507.0,
10468.0,
10454.5,

9286.5, 9291.2,
9321.1,
11146.0, 11149.0,
11171.0, 11174.0,
12065.0, 12069.0,
12087.0, 12089.0,
12207.0, 12209.0,
12225.0, 12227.0,
11948.0, 11950.0,
11963.0, 11965.0,
11567.0, 11569.0,
11580.0, 11581.0,
11205.0, 11207.0,
11217.0, 11218.0,
10918.0, 10920.0,
10928.0, 10930.0,
10713.0, 10714.0,
10722.0, 10723.0,
10579.0, 10580.0,
10587.0, 10588.0,
10501.0, 10502.0,
10508.0, 10509.0,
10462.0, 10463.0,
10468.5, 10469.0,
10449.0, 10450.0,
10455.0, 10456.0
};

9295.1,

9298.9,

9302.7,

9306.4,

9310.2,

9317.5,

double CpV[imax][jmax]= {
11932.0, 13613.0,
30951.0, 39070.0, 53155.0,
10537.0, 10716.0,
11739.0, 11933.0, 12135.0,
11395.0, 11469.0,
11846.0, 11909.0, 11972.0,
13435.0, 13475.0,
13676.0, 13710.0, 13743.0,
15284.0, 15309.0,
15434.0, 15454.0, 15474.0,
16199.0, 16216.0,
16299.0, 16313.0, 16327.0,
16337.0, 16349.0,
16409.0, 16418.0, 16428.0,
16077.0, 16086.0,
16129.0, 16137.0, 16144.0,

11153.0, 11156.0, 11159.0, 11162.0, 11165.0,
12071.0, 12074.0, 12076.0, 12079.0, 12082.0,
12212.0, 12214.0, 12216.0, 12218.0, 12220.0,
11952.0, 11954.0, 11956.0, 11958.0, 11960.0,
11570.0, 11572.0, 11573.0, 11575.0, 11577.0,
11209.0, 11210.0,

11211.0, 11213.0, 11214.0,

10921.0, 10922.0, 10923.0, 10925.0, 10926.0,
10715.0, 10716.0, 10718.0, 10719.0, 10720.0,
10581.0, 10582.0, 10583.0, 10584.0, 10585.0,
10503.0, 10504.0, 10505.0, 10505.5, 10506.0,
10464.0, 10464.5, 10465.0, 10466.0, 10467.0,
10451.0, 10451.5, 10452.0, 10453.0, 10454.0,

15142.0, 16933.0, 19126.0, 21923.0, 25659.0,
10871.0, 11032.0, 11199.0, 11372.0, 11552.0,
11532.0, 11594.0, 11657.0, 11719.0, 11782.0,
13509.0, 13543.0, 13576.0, 13610.0, 13643.0,
15330.0, 15351.0, 15372.0, 15393.0, 15413.0,
16230.0, 16244.0, 16258.0, 16272.0, 16286.0,
16359.0, 16369.0, 16379.0, 16389.0, 16399.0,
16093.0, 16100.0, 16108.0, 16115.0, 16122.0,

15694.0, 15701.0,
15734.0, 15740.0, 15745.0,
15332.0, 15337.0,
15363.0, 15368.0, 15372.0,
15044.0, 15048.0,
15069.0, 15072.0, 15076.0,
14839.0, 14842.0,
14858.0, 14861.0, 14864.0,
14705.0, 14707.0,
14721.0, 14723.0, 14725.0,
14626.0, 14628.0,
14639.0, 14641.0, 14643.0,
14587.0, 14589.0,
14598.0, 14599.0, 14601.0,
14574.0, 14575.0,
14583.0, 14584.0, 14585.0
};

15706.0, 15712.0, 15718.0, 15723.0, 15729.0,
15342.0, 15346.0, 15350.0, 15355.0, 15359.0,
15052.0, 15055.0, 15059.0, 15062.0, 15065.0,
14845.0, 14847.0, 14850.0, 14853.0, 14856.0,
14709.0, 14712.0, 14714.0, 14716.0, 14180.0,
14630.0, 14632.0, 14634.0, 14635.0, 14637.0,
14590.0, 14592.0, 14593.0, 14595.0, 14596.0,
14576.0, 14578.0, 14579.0, 14580.0, 14582.0,

double kV[imax][jmax]= {
0.016171, 0.019976, 0.022338,
0.030638, 0.032921, 0.035482, 0.038509,
0.038507, 0.038922, 0.030280,
0.040884, 0.041333, 0.041801, 0.042291,
0.057135, 0.057429, 0.057673,
0.058685, 0.058948, 0.059217, 0.059489,
0.080386, 0.080670, 0.080901,
0.081820, 0.082050, 0.082281, 0.082513,
0.106140, 0.106370, 0.106560,
0.107290, 0.107470, 0.107650, 0.107830,
0.127730, 0.127920, 0.128080,
0.128690, 0.128850, 0.129000, 0.129150,
0.143680, 0.143850, 0.143990,
0.144520, 0.144650, 0.144780, 0.144910,
0.155610, 0.155760, 0.155880,
0.156350, 0.156570, 0.156590, 0.156700,
0.165160, 0.165290, 0.165400,
0.165830, 0.165930, 0.166040, 0.166140,
0.174160, 0.174290, 0.174390,
0.174780, 0.174870, 0.174970, 0.175060,
0.183080, 0.183200, 0.183290,
0.183640, 0.183730, 0.183820, 0.183910,
0.192240, 0.192350, 0.192440,
0.192770, 0.192850, 0.192930, 0.193010,
0.201900, 0.202010, 0.202090,
0.202400, 0.202480, 0.202550, 0.202630,

0.024456, 0.026485, 0.028521,
0.039654, 0.040046, 0.040456,
0.057920, 0.058170, 0.058425,
0.081131, 0.081360, 0.081590,
0.106740, 0.106920, 0.107110,
0.128240, 0.128390, 0.128540,
0.144120, 0.144260, 0.144390,
0.156000, 0.156120, 0.156240,
0.165510, 0.165620, 0.165720,
0.174490, 0.174590, 0.174680,
0.183380, 0.183470, 0.183560,
0.192530, 0.192610, 0.192690,
0.202170, 0.202250, 0.202320,

0.212210, 0.212300, 0.212380, 0.212460, 0.212530, 0.212600,
0.212670, 0.212740, 0.212810, 0.212880,
0.222500, 0.222600, 0.222670, 0.222740, 0.222810, 0.222880,
0.222950, 0.223010, 0.223080, 0.223140,
0.233040, 0.233130, 0.233200, 0.233270, 0.233330, 0.233400,
0.233460, 0.233530, 0.233590, 0.233650
};

}

/*Function to compute P (Psat) as a function of the T (Tbulk i.e. Tsat) passed to the function*/
double PfTsat(double fTsat)
{
double yPsat;
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;

if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
rhofTsat T=%e\n",fTsat);

if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
PfTsat");
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for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=Pres[i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=Pres[i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=Pres[jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=Pres[jmax-2];
}
yPsat=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
if (yPsat>=Pcrit) Error("Calculted sat pressure above critical pressure in Function PfTsat");
return (yPsat);

/*Function to compute saturated liquid and vapor density as a function of the T passed to the
function*/
void rhofTsat(double fTsat, double *yrhoL, double *yrhoV)
{
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;

/*For saturated vapor-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=rhoV[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=rhoV[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=rhoV[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=rhoV[0][jmax-2];
}
*yrhoV=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
/*For saturated liquid-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=rhoL[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=rhoL[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;

}
else {
extrap=1;
}

fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=eV[0][jmax-2];
}

}

*yeV=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);

if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=rhoL[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=rhoL[0][jmax-2];
}

/*For saturated liquid-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=eL[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=eL[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}

*yrhoL=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
}
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/*Function to compute saturated liquid and vapor energy as a function of the T (Tbulk i.e. Tsat)
passed to the function*/
void efTsat(double fTsat, double *yeL, double *yeV)
{
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;
if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
efTsat");
/*For saturated vapor-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=eV[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=eV[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=eV[0][jmax-1];

if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=eL[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=eL[0][jmax-2];
}
*yeL=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
}
/*Function to compute saturated liquid and vapor Cv as a function of the T (Tbulk i.e. Tsat)
passed to the function*/
void CvfTsat(double fTsat, double *yCvL, double *yCvV)
{
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;
if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
CvfTsat");
/*For saturated vapor-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];

yubound=CvV[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=CvV[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=CvV[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=CvV[0][jmax-2];
}
*yCvV=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
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/*For saturated liquid-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=CvL[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=CvL[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=CvL[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=CvL[0][jmax-2];
}
*yCvL=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
}

/*Function to compute saturated liquid and vapor Cp as a function of the T (Tbulk i.e. Tsat)
passed to the function*/
void CpfTsat(double fTsat, double *yCpL, double *yCpV)
{
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;
if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
CpfTsat");
/*For saturated vapor-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=CpV[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=CpV[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=CpV[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=CpV[0][jmax-2];
}
*yCpV=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
/*For saturated liquid-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=CpL[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=CpL[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}

else {
extrap=1;
}

ylbound=kV[0][jmax-2];
}

}

*ykV=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);

if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=CpL[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=CpL[0][jmax-2];
}

/*For saturated liquid-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=kL[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=kL[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}

*yCpL=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
}
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/*Function to compute saturated liquid and vapor thermal conductivity as a function of the T
(Tbulk i.e. Tsat) passed to the function*/
void kfTsat(double fTsat, double *ykL, double *ykV)
{
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;
if (fTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
kfTsat");
/*For saturated vapor-Tsat[i] corresponds to P[i]*/
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Tsat[i]>fTsat){
fxubound=Tsat[i];
yubound=kV[0][i];
fxlbound=Tsat[i-1];
ylbound=kV[0][i-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=kV[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];

if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
yubound=kL[0][jmax-1];
fxlbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
ylbound=kL[0][jmax-2];
}
*ykL=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fTsat-fxlbound);
}
/*Function to compute T (Tsat) as a function of the P(Pbulk i.e. Psat) passed to the function*/
double TfPsat(double fPsat)
{
double yTsat;
double fxubound, yubound, fxlbound, ylbound;
int i, extrap=0;
if (fPsat>=Pcrit) Error("Calculted sat pressure above critical pressure in Function TfPsat");
for (i=1;i<=9;i++){
if (Pres[i]>fPsat){
fxubound=Pres[i];
yubound=Tsat[i];
fxlbound=Pres[i-1];
ylbound=Tsat[i-1];

extrap=0;
break;
}
else {
extrap=1;
}

efTsat(dfT,&yL,&yV);
break;
case 3:
CvfTsat(dfT,&yL,&yV);
break;
case 4:
CpfTsat(dfT,&yL,&yV);
break;
case 5:
kfTsat(dfT,&yL,&yV);
break;
default:
Error("Invalid integer for retval in function compressed\n");
}
return (yL);

}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
fxubound=Pres[jmax-1];
yubound=Tsat[jmax-1];
fxlbound=Pres[jmax-2];
ylbound=Tsat[jmax-2];
}
}
yTsat=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(fxubound-fxlbound)*(fPsat-fxlbound);
if (yTsat>=Tcrit) Error("Calculted bulk temperature above critical temperature in Function
TfPsat");
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return (yTsat);
}
double compressed(double dfT,int retval)
{
/*-Compressed liquid values are found using saturated liquid values at known T
-A compressed liquid property value(rho(1), e(2), Cv(3), Cp(4), k(5)) is returned depending on
what integer is
stored and passed for variable retval*/
double yL, yV;
/*function prototypes*/
void rhofTsat(double, double*, double*);
void efTsat(double, double*, double*);
void CvfTsat(double, double*, double*);
void CpfTsat(double, double*, double*);
void kfTsat(double, double*, double*);
switch(retval)
{
case 1:
rhofTsat(dfT,&yL,&yV);
break;
case 2:

double superheat(double fT, double fP, int retval)
{
double ll, lr, tl, tr;
double Tubound, Pubound, Tlbound, Plbound;
double yubound, ylbound;
double jVl, jVr, yV;
int i,ii,j,jj;
/*Instead of extrapolating data, send Error if T>Tempmax or P>Pmax*/
if (fT>=Tempmax) Error("Temperature exceeds maximum temperature table data in function
superheat");
if (fP>=Pmax) Error("Pressure exceeds maximum pressure table data in function superheat");
/*Bracket the upper and lower bounds for T and P*/
for (j=1;j<=9;j++){
if (Pres[j]>fP){
Pubound=Pres[j];
Plbound=Pres[j-1];
jj=j;
/*Need to set an interpolated value of Tsat to T[0]*/
yubound=Tsat[j];
ylbound=Tsat[j-1];
Tem[0]=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(Pubound-Plbound)*(fP-Plbound);
break;
}
}
for (i=1;i<=15;i++){
if (Tem[i]>fT){
Tubound=Tem[i];

Tlbound=Tem[i-1];
ii=i;
break;
}
}
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switch(retval)
{
case 1:
ll=rhoV[ii-1][jj-1];
lr=rhoV[ii][jj-1];
tl=rhoV[ii-1][jj];
tr=rhoV[ii][jj];
break;
case 2:
ll=eV[ii-1][jj-1];
lr=eV[ii][jj-1];
tl=eV[ii-1][jj];
tr=eV[ii][jj];
break;
case 3:
ll=CvV[ii-1][jj-1];
lr=CvV[ii][jj-1];
tl=CvV[ii-1][jj];
tr=CvV[ii][jj];
break;
case 4:
ll=CpV[ii-1][jj-1];
lr=CpV[ii][jj-1];
tl=CpV[ii-1][jj];
tr=CpV[ii][jj];
break;
case 5:
ll=kV[ii-1][jj-1];
lr=kV[ii][jj-1];
tl=kV[ii-1][jj];
tr=kV[ii][jj];
break;
default:
Error("Invalid integer for retval in function superheat");
}
/*compute function in j direction*/
jVl=ll + (tl-ll)/(Pubound-Plbound)*(fP-Plbound);
jVr=lr + (tr-lr)/(Pubound-Plbound)*(fP-Plbound);
/*using j values compute function in i direction*/
yV=jVl + (jVr-jVl)/(Tubound-Tlbound)*(fT-Tlbound);

return (yV);
}
double PfTfrho(double fT, double frho)
{
double yP;
double *xrho;
double Tubound, Rubound, Tlbound, Rlbound;
double yubound, ylbound;
double extrap=0;
int i,ii,j;
xrho=(double *) malloc(10*sizeof(double));
/*Instead of extrapolating data, send Error if T>Tempmax*/
if (fT>=Tempmax) Error("Temperature exceeds maximum temperature table data in function
PfTfrho");
/*Bracket array in direction of Temperature first*/
for (i=1;i<=15;i++){
if (Tem[i]>fT){
ii=i;
break;
}
}
for (j=0;j<=9;j++){
Tem[0]=Tsat[j];
Tubound=Tem[ii];
Tlbound=Tem[ii-1];
Rubound=rhoV[ii][j];
Rlbound=rhoV[ii-1][j];
xrho[j]=Rlbound + (Rubound-Rlbound)/(Tubound-Tlbound)*(fT-Tlbound);
}
for (j=1;j<=9;j++){
if (xrho[j]>frho){
Rubound=xrho[j];
Rlbound=xrho[j-1];
yubound=Pres[j];
ylbound=Pres[j-1];
extrap=0;
break;
}
else

{
extrap=1;
}
}
if (extrap!=0) /*need to extropolate data based on table of know values*/
{
Rubound=xrho[jmax-1];
Rlbound=xrho[jmax-2];
yubound=Pres[jmax-1];
ylbound=Pres[jmax-2];
}
yP=ylbound + (yubound-ylbound)/(Rubound-Rlbound)*(frho-Rlbound);
if (yP>=Pmax) Error("Pressure exceeds maximum pressure table data in function PfTfrho");
return (yP);
}
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double meanofA(double A1,double A2,double EOFc)
{
double meanA;
meanA=(A1*A2)/((A1*EOFc) + (A2*(1.-EOFc)));
return meanA;
}
double meanofB(double B1,double B2,double EOFc)
{
double meanB;
meanB= 0.5*((B1*B2)/((B1*EOFc) + (B2*(1. - EOFc))) + B2*EOFc + (B1*(1. - EOFc)));
return meanB;
}

